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Abstract
In the recent years, Electric vehicle‘s has become more popular, and we
see a stable increment when it was coming to switching over from fossil
vehicle to either PHEV(Plug-in-hybrid) or pure Electric-vehicle(EV). In
comparison to before, people see economic benefits of driving an EV
instead of fossil, with green taxes as one of the primary reasons.
Range and price are factors user looks for when buying their first
EV, as uncertainty about if the EV has enough variety to drive people to
work/home/shop and other purposes. The last couple of years, different
vehicle vendors have started developing and building their own EVs and
competes with each other about which one can offer and sell EVs with
suitable ranges but also at an affordable price. There has seen an increase
not only in the number of chargers added but also different types of
chargers which provides a faster-charging speed (semi and superchargers).
There are also environmental reasons behind ”forcing” people to
change from fossil to EV. Several countries have made goals that within
some several years, all EVs sold are going to be electric. Norway‘s realistic
goal is that in the year 2025, all EVs sold are going to be pure electric.
The Norwegian EV-policy has been quite successful the recent years,
and the politicians have been praised for the effort and dedication in
trying to create a pollution-free city. Different cities around the world
are looking at Oslo as an example of how to improve their policy. The
increase in both EVs and chargers will introduce new challenges, in terms
of power consumption, distribution of new chargers, space-consumption,
user-satisfaction, etc. To be able to reach the goal of a pollution free city
with users changing to EV, it is essential to maintain high user-satisfaction.
Parts of the thesis will cover different theories which are necessary to
know the new challenges introduced by the high number of both chargers
and EVs. This means that the current charging stations/points we have
in Oslo will be studied, together with the EVs that are most popular in
Norway. Performing different simulations and tests on these will help
understand the optimal number of extra chargers needed in Oslo.
Another major part of the thesis is used to study queueing and network
models to analyze numbers of chargers and traffic pattern at different
stations. Various research and papers have shown that there is possible to
optimize the charging process for different EVs. Different topics, findings,
and models will be presented during the thesis and will give proposals
on solutions to implement new chargers with a focus on saving cost and
space-consumption, which is critical.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
”Oslo is recognized as the country‘s largest and also one the world’s largest
owner of charging infrastructure for electric vehicles with around of 1300
on-street charging points(Portvik Sture, 2018)”1 . Today, there are around
2000 charging points available for EV drivers to use. The sales of EVs have
boosted the last couple of years, including Plug-in-hybrid cars(PHEV). In
2017, there were more than 50% sold in Oslo whereas 37,5% were EVs and
14,1% were PHEV 2 .
The ambitious goals made by City government of Oslo is that by the
year 2020, ”the Co2 emissions should be reduced by 50%, and by the year
2030, it should be reduced by 95%”.To be able to reach this ambitious goal,
the citizens of Oslo need to change from fossil to Electric vehicle(EV). The
aim is to convince people to change to EV, where EVs has no fees or taxes,
which could help a user save ”at least 10 000 Euros”3 . Comparing Norway
to Sweden, we could use a popular vehicle like ”Chevrolet Camaro” as
an example. The price of buying a brand new Chevrolet in Norway is
approximately 1.7 million NOK, while in Sweden it costs around 500 000
NOK. But, if we compare the price of a Tesla Model S, the price for buying
this in Norway is about 63 000Euro(640 395,00 NOK), compared to Sweden
where it costs 80 000Euro.
Penetration of EVs leads to excellent opportunities, especially for the
users who get economic benefits of changing from fossil car to EV, so there
is no doubt that green taxes are working, which is a significant factor for
the government for making people going from fossil to electric car, but this
also creates some challenges(Portvik Sture, 2018).
Data that were collected from 2010 to 2018(http://elbil.no), were used to
predict EVs in Norway & Oslo through LG and AI.

1 https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/usKtg8Oh.pdf
2 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/08/the-oslo-model-how-to-prepare-your-

city-for-electric-vehicles/
3 https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/usKtg8Oh.pdf
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(a) Predicted EVs in Norway by 2020

(b) Predicted EVs in Oslo by 2020

Figure 1.1: Linear regression and AI used to predict EVs by 2020
It is predicted that there will approximately be 200 000+- EVs in
Norway, and approximate 50 00+- EVs inside Oslo by the year 2020. There
is no doubt that the number will increase throughout the years.
The massive increasing popularity and usage of EVs will increase the
EV charging, with further impacts the distribution-network as the EV
charging may cause ”transformer” overload on the Smart Grid, [41] the
main challenge here is the huge load the EV charging may have on the
grid, and in worst case scenarios give damages and “blackout” [56]
The transportation sector in Oslo is responsible for 61% of global
emission in Oslo! Changing from a ”normal” vehicle to EV is not only
related to private users but also the professional drivers, who use their
vehicle daily in their working routines. Commercial vehicles are also
growing faster. The private use of cars is expected to drop by around 20%,
but freight deliveries(food, goods, etc.) is expected to grow massively in the
next couple of years. Therefore the aim is that all the commercial vehicles
also become electric(Portvik Sture, 2018).
A new law made by the city government decided that by 2019, private
cars will be banned inside the Oslo ring-1. By the new law, all private
drivers, have to stop/park the car outside around ring-1 in Oslo, also
including EVs and PHEVs. This rule is a part of the long term project
”Greener Oslo,” which aims to reduce Co2 emissions.
The new rule made by the city government also means that planning
of new charging points and stations inside ring-1 are aborted, and new
planning and design needs to take place. The term “Charging Zone” are
referred to areas where all the EVs can stop and charge their batteries if
needed. Due to the new law where all cars are banned from Oslo ring-1
from the year 2019, means that all new chargers have to be built outside
ring-14

4 https://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/i/AO6Jz/her-blir-det-bilfritt-innen-2019
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Map of Oslo ring-1. Several areas close to the port have already been
closed off and private cars have been forbidden from driving within the
limits.

1.1

Challenges and Motivation

Several challenges make this topic complicated and enjoyable. One would
think it is pretty ”simple” to place ten thousand new charging points
around different places, but the situation is more complicated than that.
Building a new single charging-point has an estimated cost of 60 000 NOK
(Portvik Sture, 2018). Another challenge that needs to be solved is the
pattern of how users charge their EVs. The standard pattern for a typical
EV user is, for instance, charging at morning when arriving at the work,
and then charging when coming home in the afternoon. Not only does
cost and energy play a significant role in building new charging points,
but the distribution as well. Having too many charging points placed at
one district and also putting a few charging points at other places could
lead to a different driving path by EV users and result in unbalanced traffic
densities.
With the ”green” taxes implementation, the number of EVs have grown
over 100% while the deployment of new chargers only has grown by
26%(Portvik Sture, 2018). The deployment rate of new chargers have
“decreased” from a rate of 1/4 to 1/105 . While 1/10 is the European Unions
goal, this is not good enough for Norway, and especially Oslo with the
growth and popularity of EVs. Norway’s goal is to maintain the 1/4 rate or
5 https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/usKtg8Oh.pdf
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possibly better(Portvik Sture, 2018).
Another issue is the demand and variation of the power supply which
variates at different times and different places. In other words, some
charging stations in one area may not be in use at all while charging stations
at another area may be heavily used within one period. This gives a bad
utilization for the chargers.
According to the article [29], in addition to deciding the right number of
chargers, careful design is needed. Having an incorrect sizing and siting of
charging stations may give adverse effects on EV development, the layout
of the city and traffic network. Bad user-satisfaction, degradation’s of
voltage profiles at some node and network losses are other factors that
may happen as well [29]. Further, the article explains the planning of
EV charging stations/points as a difficult task to solve. EVs cannot only
reduce pollution emission and also increase energy utilization, but it can
also balance the load curve from peak-load shaving [29] with transferring
power from EV back to the grid, which makes optimal planning of new
stations even more critical.
Several factors need to be taken into consideration when planning
new EV charging stations. Some of them are the energy supply, charging
demands, charging duration and performance of EV battery, and of course
environment and locations [29]. Locations are something I will primarily
focus on. Areas can be divided into business districts, residential districts,
tourist attractions/hotspots.
Logically, charging-stations should be close to load-centers and also
respect constraints such as load balance, power-supply reliability and of
course power quality [29].
To meet the daily needs of EV users and to facilitate better driving
ability, the distance between two charging stations should not be too far
or take a long time to reach. Also, we must not waste resources(charging
stations should also not be too close to each other) [29]. The paper [30]
focuses on planning new charging stations based on the battery constraint
with a focus on urban areas. Comparing urban traffic to countryside
roads, the service radius of charging points/stations and the EV driving
path are different. Since Oslo is the main objective here, the driving
path and network traffic need to be taken into consideration. If we don’t
consider this, it could lead to an increased driving distance of EVs. To
make users go from fossil to EV, they need to ensure that they could reach
their destination(work, meetings, etc.), and arrive home again without the
need of being aware of the EVs range. As mentioned earlier, the article
can and will be used to test the user requirements, and in the end, give
us the answer of which districts need to be prioritized more than others.
This article will be used to test EVs on different distances, to check if the
charging-network meets the requirements(EV SoC% > 0).
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1.2

Problem Statement

Planning a new charging-station is a complex task with several tools/solution‘s ones could use to solving those. The research questions below can
also be seen as hypotheses, which will be used to plan the new chargers
and find the optimal points for placing those. The queuing theory will be
studied further as it is believed that it could help to optimize the charging
processes significantly, but also in the meantime give reasonable user satisfaction. Queueing-theory will together with Network modeling be studied
to see wherever techniques and concepts taken from here could help maximize the charging process with the possible number of charging stations
with the potential number of Electric vehicles in Oslo by 2020. The testing
is simple: if the queues into the charging-stations become too long, there
are bottlenecks here, and one could argue for that new charging-points or
station needs to be built here. If the queue into the station is too short than
new chargers are not, and one could save cost in terms that new chargers
are not implemented here.
In this case, the first research question is:
1. In what way could queueing-techniques & Discrete Event Simulation help
both minimizing cost and maintain the Quality of Service(QoS) of EVusers?
Since cost is one of the main objectives when implementing new
chargers, the next research question is:
2. How can one define what is the ”right” number of chargers to be implemented concerning cost?
Also, optimal points to place the new charging-points are needed
to provide proper utilization of new chargers; in that case, the last
research question is as follow:
3. How can ”Optimal” points of placing new charging points/station be
identified and which tools are essential for it?
Overall, what we want is optimizing the charging process for EV-users,
so the users have a high probability of charging, when needed, but in
addition to this, we don’t want to build too many chargers as it could
exceed costs, and also we don’t want to overload the Smart-grid as it could
be damaged by large rapid EV-charging.
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1.3

Limitations and Scope of the thesis

All tests and simulation, are conducted by myself. As not all desired data
was available to collect, some crucial decisions/assumptions were made
to be able to obtain results. Also, no ”tools” exist for this purpose, which
means it was necessary to build a simulation program from scratch, and
the source code provided at the end is a proof that it was made by myself.
Tests and scenarios are created and investigated from a userperspective, to be able to introduce the issues/challenges that can also be
detected in a real-world situation.

1.3.1

Collecting the data

It is worth to mention that at the beginning of this thesis, I had a meeting
with Oslo municipality, organized by Portvik, Sture, who is Project leader
of E-mobility in Norway. To summarize the meeting shortly, it gave me the
possibility to collect some important data:
• Current numbers of chargers(type1, type2, type3) in Oslo
• Statistics about EVs per city, and top sold EVs in Norway
• Reasons why type1/type2 will be implemented inside Oslo instead
of superchargers
Thanks to the meeting, most of the assumptions made further in the
simulations and the thesis, are formed as realistic as possible, which again
will provide some interesting results and insights to look at.
Before heading to the next chapter, I would like to list the following
data fields that could not be collected:
Number of EVs per district: Although parts of data about the
number of EVs in Norway, and EVs in Oslo were collected, it would
be great if statistics about EVs per district could be obtained within
Oslo
Accessibility of chargers at districts: Some chargers, are ”public”
meaning that they can be accessed/used by everyone, while some
chargers are private restricted to residential areas. Which of the
chargers that are private, and which ones are public, are data not
accessible, therefore in this thesis, it is assumed that all chargers are
public and can be used by everyone, and the reasons for this will be
covered in conclusion & future work chapter.
Real-time information about charging-time in minutes: There are
several sources at the web providing guidance and calculations for
estimating the number of charging-time needed for different EVs, but
the task is much more complex than that. Tom Kiss, a well-known
designer and the creator of https://leccy.net6 describes calculations of
6 https://leccy.net/
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charging-time in minutes as complex and ”completely unrealistic” in
the real world. Chapter 6 will cover this further.
Charging rate/speed impacts: Also concerning charging-time in
minutes, several factors are impacting the charging rate of a station,
such as how many EVs are currently charging, time of the day, etc.,
could not be collected. Solutions to deal with this will be covered
later in the thesis.
”Type2 + Schuko” problem: This issue, I name as ”Type2 + Schuko”
problem. What could be seen in the map provided later, is that there
are a lot of chargers(marked in yellow), which are named ”type2
+ schuko”. Most likely, it provides the possibility of an old EV to
charge at this charger, but also an EV of a newer generation to be able
to charge at the same charger, or that there are certain numbers of
type1 chargers at this particular place and a small number of type2
chargers. To figure this out, I would have needed some time going
physically to visit all those places to check this out, but would not be
efficient. Later, in Chapter 5, a solution for dealing with this issue to
make use of all chargers in the simulation, are presented.

1.4

Methodology and research

According to Gordana Dodig-Crnkovic[16], there are ”three methodologically distinct areas” in computer science, those are:
• Experimental method
• Theoretical method
• Simulation method
Further, Crnkovic mentions modeling as a common method between
all of them, as ”Modeling is a process that always occurs in science” and
explains modeling as ”the phenomenon of interest must be simplified, to
be studied”
Experiment, theory or simulation, regardless of what is chosen, they
are all ”models of phenomena”[16]. When the journey started, it was quite
obvious which one of the three scientific methods should be chosen, and
the choice felt on Computer simulation/Simulation approach. The reason
for this is simple; as mentioned above, not all data was available; this
became the obvious choice. Computer simulation has become the ”third
research methodology” within computer science [16]. The computing
methods and environments we have today, are more than powerful enough
to handle and tackle problems of enormous complexity.
Those are some of the reasons why simulation has been chosen as
even though some data are still missing, using Computer simulation will
make investigations that are beyond current ”experimental” capabilities,
and also makes it possible to study phenomena that cannot be ”replicated”
in laboratories [16].
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1.5

Related work

Research has been done, and there exists papers related to optimal
planning of new charging stations with plenty of scientific articles available
providing different solutions based on different goals. There may exist
good solution of planning new chargers inside a country throughout
country-roads, but may not be sufficient when planning new chargers
inside urban areas. The article [29], is one of many papers provide solutions
with focusing on service-radius between charging-stations, but may not
fit for urban areas as the driving path are different, which could lead
to an increased driving range for the EVs. Traffic road and networks
characteristics are something needed to take into consideration. The paper
by Ming Zheng, Xiaohui Zhan, and Yuanfei Li [30] provides solutions of
planning new charging stations with a focus on urban areas considering
the battery-constraint, and seems like an optimal solution as one of the
goals is minimizing the costs during the research.

1.6

Contribution

Electric Vehicle is the future, and this is the main motivation for this thesis.
The new challenges that will be introduced by the growth of EVs make this
thesis exciting. To address the goal ”How many chargers are needed in
Oslo bt 2020?” three major steps needs to implemented:
1. Collect data and gain enough knowledge about different EVs,
preferably about the most popular ones in Norway. This includes
battery packs, driving ranges in both Norwegian summer and winter
conditions. Also, data/statistics and knowledge about charging
stations and charging points are important to make the models and
simulations look realistic.
2. When parts of step 1 are finished, the driving program will be built
and ready to run several simulations to test the EVs based on their
maximum ranges, which in parallel also makes it possible to study
[30] further. Several tools will be investigated and tested to be able
to calculate charging-time in minutes for different EVs based on
different scenarios and driving paths.
3. After step 2, a charging-simulation program will be built whereas
all data and input will be implemented into it to give as good and
realistic results as possible.
The charging-simulation program is my main contribution to this
thesis, with the hope that future scientists will use the programs in future
research and investigations.

1.7

Outline

The next chapters in this thesis are structured and presented as follows:
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Chapter 2: This short chapter covers Oslo in general and the issues
that the city is currently experiencing due to the rapid growth in the
numbers of EVs, and the plans and strategies of City of Oslo are to
cope with the challenges. I will describe a few key points from my
interview with the people from Oslo municipality in this chapter.
Chapter 3: This chapter will cover the technical background of EVs
and EV charging, which will help the user understand how EV
charging works in real-work scenarios.
Chapter 4: This chapter will cover basic Queuing Theory and discuss
possible queuing techniques and concepts which will be implemented in the charging-simulation program. Queueing methods that are
chosen not to be included/used in the simulation, will be reviewed
on why it was not, in the latest chapter.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, basic Network theory, and modeling
will be covered together different methods used for analyzing the
collected data, and how to utilize the data and implement it in the
simulation programs created.
Chapter 6: This chapter presents the different driving scenarios for
the EV users and test different distances and present and collect
results which will help to calculate charging-time in minutes needed
by different EVs. Models will also be presented for users to
understand the dynamics behind the program.
Chapter 7: Same as above, where models will be given to describe
the dynamics of the charging-simulation program, and several
simulations will be run and present the results to identify bottlenecks
and challenges around Oslo. This chapter is recognized as the most
”important” and a fundamental one for the thesis.
Chapter 8: Chapter 8 will discuss the results and findings from the
charging-simulation program and identify possible bottlenecks that
exist around Oslo.
Chapter 9: Chapter 9 will provide different solutions to optimize
the overall implementation of new chargers in Oslo, which includes
finding the optimal number of new chargers needed, and two
possible algorithms for ”optimizing” the implementation of the new
chargers.
Chapter 10: A short chapter which covers the different tools that have
been used during the thesis.
Chapter 11: The conclusion part where the experiences from this
thesis will be used to provide solutions that could be used as future
work to optimize and improve the charging-infrastructure in the
future.
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1.8

Summary

The first chapter, the introduction chapter, provides a brief overview and
introduction to what the user can expect to see throughout the thesis.
Many words and terms may be unknown to the users, and therefore this
chapter was essential to understand the methods and steps that will be
implemented. All is now set for progressing to the next chapter.
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Chapter 2

General background
2.1

Evolution of Electric Vehicles in Norway

Collected from https://elbil.no1 Table 2.1 below shows the top 10 Electric
vehicles sold in Norway in 2017 and 2018, with Nissan Leaf as the top
selling model. Second and third we see Volkswagen E-golf and Tesla Model
S. Even though they also are highly popular models sold; they are still
far behind Nissan leaf. Note that the statistics from the source updates
continuously, so the numbers at the table may differ a bit from the source,
but the order in which models are most popular, remains the same.
Top 10 EVs sold in Norway
Nissan Leaf
Volkswagen E-Golf
Tesla Model S
BMW i3
KIA SOUL
Volkswagen e-Up
Renault ZOE
Tesla Model X
Mercedes-Benz B250E
Hyundai IONIQ

Amount
2017:
34582
23421
15477
13615
10746
7750
6401
6161
4990
2605

sold

year

Amount
2018:
37956
24889
16321
15187
11898
7916
7163
7030
5137
3255

sold

Table 2.1: Top 10 EVs sold in Norway by 2017 and 2018. Updated: 31.03,
2018

The data collected from http://elbil.no have shown that there are 194900
EVs in Norway whereas 38279 of these are in Oslo (numbers are for the
year 2018)
Some may wonder why Nissan Leaf is the top sold EV and why an EV
with a high range as Tesla Model X is ranked as 8th in the list, and the price
is the main factor here. Using the same source, the data about ranges for
1 https://elbil.no/elbilstatistikk/elbilbestand/
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year

the different EVs in both summer and winter conditions were available to
collect.2 If we take the same EVs from above and rank them based on how
far they drive(in kilometers), table 2.2 shows how it would the ranking
would have been.
EVs

Range (Manufacturer)

Norwegian Summer

Tesla model S 90D
Tesla model X 90D
Renault ZOE R90
Z.E. 40
Volkswagen e-Golf
BMW i3 33 kWh
Hyundai IONIQ
KIA SOUL
Nissan LEAF 30
kWh pack
Mercedes-Benz
B250E
Nissan LEAF 24
kWh pack
BMW i3 22kWh
Volkswagen
eUp(2016)

557
489

525
489

Norwegian
Winter
453
435

403

403

311

300
300
280
250

300
200
240
220

200
125
160
150

250

200

125

200

200

120

199

150

100

190

160

80

160

160

120

Table 2.2: Comparison of ranges between the top 10 popular EVs in
Norway

It is obvious that Nissan leaf does not score so much when comparing
its range to the other EV models, but are still the model that is being widely
sold in Norway.
One thing that is interesting to see if the differences between Summer
and Winter conditions, therefore, a small test were run picking some EVs to
test a distance from west corridor to the north-east corridor of Oslo which
can be seen on figure 2.1
The graphs on figure 2.2 show SOC consumption (both summer and
winter) for the different EVs picked for the test. EVs probably uses more
electricity during the winter than summer, and there are several reasons
for this, heating is one of the main reasons. Since Norway(and Oslo) is
a place which remains cold most time of the year except for the summer,
SOC consumption based on winter range will be used in the case studies as
it gives a more realistic picture of how much an EV consumes when driving
between different places.

2 https://elbil.no/elbil-2/elbiler-idag/
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Figure 2.1: Traffic path from Oslo west and up towards Oslo north-east,
approximately 22.2km

(a) Driving in Summer conditions

(b) Driving in Winter conditions

Figure 2.2: Indication about remaining SoC when driving through Oslo

2.2

Oslo - Current status and challenges

Around 61% of people in Oslo are living in townhouses or apartments
(Portvik Sture, 2018), where many of the buildings have old infrastructure
and parking garages. This means that many EV drivers are dependent on
charging their EVs on the street whereas many of the on-street charging
points are of ”Level 1” chargers(Schuko & Schuko CEE 7/4). A possible
solution can be dismantling of type one chargers and implement type 2
chargers, but this is time consuming and not seen as ”cost effective”. It is
important to remember that the citizens of Oslo also are professional users
of EVs, with ”Professional” EV-users, we talk about Electric freight owners, Service-staff, craft and EL-taxi drivers who live in apartments where
the charging possibilities are limited.
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2.2.1

Capacity Utilization

A big problem that has been noticeable throughout the years is how the
users are using parking places with charging points. Private EV users have
been using some charging points as parking places, instead of charging the
EV, and the EV remained at the place even after it was fully charged(Portvik
Sture, 2018). This has caused anger and problem for other private users
who were dependent of a fully charged EV to be able to go and return home
from work, forcing them to look for another place to be able to charge.
Parking officers have been there to perform manual checks to see if the
users are following the rules (move away from the charging point when
the EV charged), and fine those who are still there, but it has not been 100%
efficient (Portvik Sture, 2018). To make the charging utilization better, a
new rule is soon to been implemented. The old rule was quite generous for
about 16 hours.
Lets now use Nissan Leaf 24kWh as an example. The EV arrives at a
charging-point on the street which is of type2. Using a 220V/30A Level 2
charger, the Nissan Leaf 24kWh will approximately take up to 8 hours to
charge it from 0 to 100% with an onboard 3.3kW charger [24]. Let’s say for
instance that the EV has 50% SoC when arriving at the parking place that
has the old parking rule(16 hours). If the Nissan Leaf 24kWh charges with
this type of charger, it could approximately get fully charged in around 4
hours [24], meaning the EV could practically stay at the parking slot for
another 12 hours after being fully charged. Other EVs that arrive will have
to move around to look for other places to charge.
Since Nissan Leaf is the top sold EV in Norway and the one that most
people talk about when considering buying a new vehicle, this EV will
be used in several examples and tests and compared to other EVs in our
analysis.
One of the small steps to utilizing the charging in Oslo will be to
strengthen this rule, and The new rule is going to tighten this where the
maximum hours will be decreased from 16h to 8 (Portvik Sture, 2018).
Charging points occupied by private users who don’t charge their EV has
been a big problem for Oslo. The new rule is that every EV is forced to move
away from the parking place as soon as the EV is fully charged, regardless
of how many parking hours they have left. ”This will give approximately
30% better capacity-utilization of charging points”(Portvik Sture, 2018).

2.2.2

Statisticial overview

Table 2.3 shows population statistics at the most significant central districts
in Oslo by January 1,20183 . The exciting thing here is to see if the
population affected the number of chargers that exist among the different
districts in Oslo today.
Figure 2.3 shows a map of Oslo and all the chargers that exists by
January 1, 2018. Based on the population table above we can assume that
the population has a very small impact, or no impact at all, when it comes
3 https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste

over Oslos bydeler
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Main residential districts
Alna
Bjerke
Frogner
Old Oslo
Grorud
Grunerløkka
Nordre aker
Nordstrand
Sagene
St.hanshaugen
Stovner
Søndre Nordstrand
Ullern
Vestre aker
Østensjø

Population
49 358
31 973
58 283
54 575
27 525
58 906
50 724
51 169
43 131
38 109
32 850
38 925
33 463
48 605
49 968

Areal
km(2)
13.7
7.7
8.3
7.5
8.2
4.8
13.6
16.9
3.1
3.6
8.2
18.4
9.4
16.6
12. 2

in

Table 2.3: Districts that are seen as the biggest living districts in terms of
population

to the distribution of chargers in Oslo. Ullern district, which has a higher
population than Stovner, has 0 zero chargers compared to Stovner district
which has 36 chargers.
The business/working districts are marked as pink, and main districts
are marked in grey. Chapter 4 will cover the districts further about which
areas are assigned to the work distribution, and which ones that are
assigned to ”hotspot” distribution, etc.

2.2.3

Current charging points and plans

The map on figure 2.3 shows the original number of charging-points(not
stations) in Oslo that are of Schuko(also referred to as type 1 chargers),
type 2-chargers and CHAdeMO/CCS combo(”super-chargers”). Some of
the chargers are public, meaning that every EV-user has access to them,
and some of them are private and restricted to each central district, i.e., only
users who live in that district, are allowed to use chargers in that district.
Based on figure 2.3, we see that the chargers are ”randomly” distributed
between the districts. It is likely that the number of vehicles per district
matters here, and is not based on the population. Based on the number of
chargers on the map:
• 50% of all chargers are of type1/schuko
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Figure 2.3: Map of Oslo including all chargers
• 33% of all chargers are of type2
• 10% of all chargers are of type1+type2
• There are a small number of ”superchargers” located on the city, only
6.3%
The Schuko/Schuko CEE 7/4 are the first chargers implemented in
Oslo. To be able to handle the increasing number of EVs in the year 2020,
type2 and CHAdemo/CCS Combo is necessary to be invested in.
In the map on figure 2.4, the districts in Oslo are divided into six
different regions, providing a simpler view of how the chargers are
distributed. Dividing districts into areas will make it easier when analyzing
results from simulation later:
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Figure 2.4: Districts in Oslo divided in 6 regions
Looking figure 2.4 we see here that the centrum/middle of Oslo has
the most significant number of chargers in Oslo. Some of the main reasons
for this is due to the new charging-garage(EVPSS) built at Vulkan with 104
chargers available. Oslo-west is second highest region with 455 chargers,
and this gives sense as 3 of working districts are located here(Fornebu,
Lysaker, Skøyen). So for Ullern district which has zero chargers, EV-users
who live here still has easy access to charge their EV. We see that north and
north-west section are the areas with the lowest number of chargers.

2.2.4

Intreview with Portvik, Sture

The city of Oslo is nowadays recognized as the ”EV capital” of the world.
The total numbers of public charging points in Oslo were close to 2000 in
2017, and probably more today. Oslo center marked share of electricity: it
is planned that 38percent of all charging in public will happen from the
city’s power grid, and the rest of the charging is going to happen at home,
according to Portvik, Sture. The number of charging ”points” will in the
next couple of years be three times more than what it is today. 1800 new
charging points are going to be built the next three years were 200 of these
17

are standard public chargers, and 400 semi-quick chargers are going to be
produced per year.
The term ”Parking-garage” is a new concept that has become very
popular around the world. One of the first parking garages in the world
is located in the Oslo. With parking garage, we mean a charging station,
also called Electric vehicle public supply station(EVPSS), which contains
multiple charging points, but inside a building. In March 2017, Norway‘s
first charging garage for EVs opened in Vulkan in Oslo4 . Currently, it
consists of 104 charging points whereas 4 of these are superchargers.
Before, using the charging points except the quick-chargers were free, but
now the users have to pay to use those(Implemented in 2017). The parking
garage gives the users good charging-flexibility in the way users can use
their mobile phones to check if a charging place is available. Using the
app, the users can be sure there is always charging points available when
arriving at Vulkan. Batteries are used to balance the ”phase”-shifts and
reduce peaks in the power grid, which again gives an EV-users more power
on each charging point. What makes the Vulkan parking-garage even
more special, is the technology to the users’ opportunity to choose the
charging speed when charging their EV. Here we already see the incoming
of ”Demand response management” feature which is part of the new Smart
grid technology. Two months after the charging-garage opened in Vulkan,
Grunerløkka, a new charging-garage was opened underneath Akershus
castle, a famous fortress in the history of Norway, and also a popular tourist
attraction. Here, 85 EVs can park and charge for free for 10 hours 5 . Another
charging-garage was opened at Grunerløkka, this time at Maridalsveien
12. Here, 94 EVs can park and charge their EV. The current status means
Oslo has 281 public charging points which are off the streets, but inside
buildings.
According to Portvik, the parking garages are good enough to handle
the ”high load” with a large number of EVs charging there. ”The buildings
are designed for faster charging than what is used today, and the charging
points can in just a few hours get changed to quicker chargers when the
standards for up to 150kW is implemented” 6 . ”New EVs with technologies
that make it possible to charge quicker is on its way already, and both
Nissan and Audi have started to launch this”(Portvik Sture, 2018).
Portvik, Sture has also written an article, which came out by August
20187 . Here, he mentions another solution in addition to boosting the
number of chargers, and that is making the charging infrastructure more
efficient and smarter. Fast chargers will be built in the corridors of Oslo,
and a large number of semi-fast chargers(type2 chargers) is already being
built inside the city. ”This strategy is said to be more cost-efficient and uses
4 http://www.vulkanoslo.no/100-moderne-og-sikre-ladepunkter-for-elbil-i-vulkan-phus/
5 https://www.vartoslo.no/verdens-forste-rene-ladegarasje-apnet-i-gar-i-oslo/
6 http://www.bilnorge.no/artikkel.php?aid=48085
7 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/08/the-oslo-model-how-to-prepare-yourcity-for-electric-vehicles/
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less number of public space.”

2.3

Summary

This section gave a brief overview of Oslo, and what the challenges and
the current status is. The meeting was exciting and essential for further
work on this thesis. Thanks to the meeting, assumptions, calculations,
computations, and results presented later are as realistic as possible.
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Chapter 3

Technical background
This chapter will cover the necessary technical details about Smart Grid
technology and details about EVs and EV charging. This will help the
user get a new perspective of the challenges & issues one may experience
in the future, and also give an overview of how the Smart Grid can help
”optimizing” the charging in the future.

3.1

Smart Grid- The future electricity grid

Smart Grid(SG), also called ”smart electrical/power grid” or ”intelligent
grid” [53], can deliver power more effectively, and can also respond to
wide-ranging events and conditions by utilizing the modern technology
available today [53]. The Smart Grid can respond to events that occur anywhere in the grid, such as transmission, power generation, consumption,
and distribution, and then adapt to the changes [53]. An example could
be if a failure event occurs in the distribution grid(medium voltage transformer for instance), then the Smart Grid can automatically change the
power flow, so it recovers the power delivery service [53]. Another practical example is the possibility to deliver electricity to an area with a high
peak from a place that has a lot of power available, which again give ”cost
benefits.”
Why is Smart Grid essential? As more charging stations will be implemented, the load introduced by the stations on the grid also becomes high, and
the Smart Grid will need to balance the load among charging stations and
need to handle this while also minimizing the waiting time for the users to
get their EVs charged(maintain QoS) [8].
In the Smart Grid, there are three major systems:
• The smart infrastructure system is the information, energy and
communication infrastructure that is underlined the Smart Grid. This
system supports a ”two-way” flow of information and electricity [53]
which means users now can put electricity back to the grid. Different
examples of this is a user who generates electricity using solar panel
at home and transports it back to the grid or Electric Vehicle which
can transport electricity back to the grid through a charging station.
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Existing grid
Electromechanical
One-way communication
Centralized generation
Few sensors
Manual monitoring
Manual restoration
Failures and blackouts
Limited control
Few customer choices

Smart Grid
Digital
Two-way communication
Distributed generation
Sensors throughout
Self-monitoring
Self-healing
Adaptive and islanding
Pervasive control
Many customer choicesv

Table 3.1: Main differences between the Existing grid and Smart Grid [53]

This helps to balance the load by ”peak shaving” [53]. Peak shaving
is used in terms of balancing the load when the demand is high. The
”Smart Infrastructure system” can be divided into three subsystems
which are the smart energy subsystem, the smart information system,
and the smart communication subsystem:
Smart energy subsystem is responsible for advanced electricity
generation, delivery and consumption.
Smart information subsystem is responsible for advanced information
metering, monitoring, and management in the context of the SG.
Smart communication subsystem is responsible for communication
connectivity and information transmission among systems, devices,
and applications in the context of the SG.
• The smart management system is the next major system in the
Smart Grid. It provides advanced management/control services and
functionalities needed for the Smart Grid to work properly. One of
the key reasons that Smart Grid has revolutionized the traditional
grid is the explosion of functionality based on its smart infrastructure.
New management applications and services can be developed, and
it helps to leverage the technology and to upgrade the capability
that is enabled by the advanced infrastructure [53]. Upgrading
will help the grid becoming ”Smarter.” The smart management
system takes advantage of the smart infrastructure so it can pursue
various advanced management objectives which most are related to
improving the energy efficiency, supply and balancing the demand
[53]. Other purposes are emission control, and operation cost
reduction and utility maximization.
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• The smart protection system is the subsystem in the Smart Grid
that provides advanced grid reliability analysis, security, failure
protection, and privacy protection services [53]. To take advantage
of the smart infrastructure, the Smart Grid should not only realize a
smarter management system but also provide a ”smarter protection
system” that can effectively support failure protection mechanisms,
address cyber-security issues and preserve privacy [53].

3.1.1

Demand response management

Demand Response Management(DRM) is another ”key” component of the
Smart Grid which helps reducing power peak load and variation [55].DRM
is used in terms of referring to routines implemented in the Smart Grid
to help the customers(users) controlling their energy consumption but is
aiming to improve the energy efficiency and help to reduce the costs. The
main objective of DRM is to reduce ”peak-to-average” ratio and to balance
the power supply and demands [55].
The importance of DRM is not only related to helping customers reduce
their electricity bills, or reduce the cost of generating power, but it also
helps to balance the demand and supply in the power market through
”real-time” pricing. It also provides a ”short-term” reliability benefits
as it can offer load relief and helps to resolve system or local capacity
constraints. [38].

3.2

Electric vehicle charging

This section will cover basic theory about EV and EV charging, where most
of the knowledge taken from here will be used in the simulation programs
together with the data collected.

3.2.1

Charging-point vs. Charging-station

One may easily get confused when talking about charging station and
chargers; We define a charging ”station” as a place/are which constitute
many charging points, in the same type as a gas station1 . A Charging point
(may also be referred to as charging ”pile”) is one single charging point that
serves 1 EV at a time, and are those we generally find at shopping mall or
hotels where you can keep your EV for a more extended period.
1 https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-an-electric-vehiclecharging-pile-and-a-charging-station
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(a) CS/EVPSS serving multiple EVs at same time

(b) Typical single charging point on street

Figure 3.1: A brief difference between a charging station and a charging
point

3.2.2

AC & DC charging

Speed, price, battery-pack and the possibility to charge whenever you
want, are some factors many users take into consideration when users want
to change from fossil to electric. It is essential for an EV user to know that
there are several ways to charge an EV, and underneath I will give a breath
introduction to AC and DC charging.

EVSE type

Level
1(ACcharging)
Level
2(ACcharging)

Level
3(DC
charging)

Power Supply
120VAC
12A16A(singlephase)
208 ≈ 240VAC
15A
≈
80A(Split/Single
phase)
300
to
600VDC(Max
400A)(Poly
Phase)

Charger Power

Charging
time(Approx.)
for 24kWh battery
packs

≈1.44kW
≈1.92kW

to

≈17 hours

≈3.1kW
≈19.2kW

to

From 120kW240kW

≈8 hours

≈30 min

Table 3.2: Differences between Level 1,2,3 charging.
Source:https://training.ti.com/introduction-ev-charging-pile-station-standards2
The national grid delivers the AC, but to charge the EV, DC has to be
delivered. To supply an EV with electricity from the national grid, we use
an AC charging point to provide the EV onboard charger which converts
the AC power to DC power which allows the battery to get charged [44].
The difference in price among EVs are often determined by the size of an
onboard charging device. The available space inside the EV constrains this.
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Due to a small onboard converter, the number of power able to be delivered
to the battery is typically low with around 3 to 6 kW In contrast to AC, the
DC fast charger supplies power directly to the EVs battery in a safe way.
The DC-charger is external to the EV and not constrained in cost or size. DC
fast chargers use a 3-phase power with a smart technology which makes it
possible to adjust the charging level to suit the battery state [44].

Figure 3.2: Difference between AC and DC charging [44]
From a user perspective, it is common to divide between Level/Mode
1, Level/Mode 2 and Level/Mode 3 charging. Level 1, also known as
”slow charging” implies AC energy to “on-board” charger of the vehicle,
for example at 120V/16A for 1.92kW, charging time can be up to 10
hours. Level 2 is also known as ”standard charging”, here we have more
options when implying AC energy to the “on-board” charger of the vehicle,
examples are 12A-80A, 208-240V, single phase for 2.5 – 19.2kW. Charging
time could be up 6-8 hours[24]. Level 3 known as ”fast charging”, implies
DC energy from an “off”-board charger, and there is no minimum energy
requirement, but the maximum is specified at 400A, and 240kW continuous
power supplied [24].
Table 3.2 shows charging time in minutes/hours for different EVs and
could be used for giving a brief explanation, but as it was mentioned in
the introduction chapter, calculating charging-time in minutes/hours are a
quite complex real-world task, which means that the time described in the
table may not be like that in a real-world charging scenario.

3.2.3

Standard ”recipe” for placement of chargers

When placing new chargers inside a city, there is a standard ”recipe”
that can be followed to make the implementation more ”cost-efficient.”
This recipe seems to be followed by Oslo municipality, according to the
interview covered in the previous chapter. According to authors in [3],
Parking locations are pre-dominant at home and work, while in ”business”
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hours, parking is dominant at shopping places. Level 1 charging seems to
be the best option for charging an EV when at home, at night for instance,
where the electricity prices are low [24]. Level 2 charging, seem to be a
good solution for users who appear to stay in a place for some hours (e.g.,
at the dentist, work), and finally level 3 is probably the best solution for fast
charging with of course a higher price [24]. Charging at level 3 “scenario”
suits best at highway/roads when the battery is low, and the EV user is
stopping for a short period. An article found online, that is supported by
companies like Greenway and Clean-Technica and also European Union[5],
also describes the charging solutions above as the optimal one.

Figure 3.3: Charging infrastructure mix [5]
The charging-infrastructure triangle in figure 3.3, supports Portvik,
Sture and City of Oslo vision and strategy about placing more type-2
chargers inside the town and quick-chargers at the edges of the city if
needed.
Level 2 charging-points are included in the strategy of Oslo municipality. As mentioned earlier, the new rule about parking at charging points is
going to be tightened. When the EV is fully charged, the user has to move
the EV away to give other users the possibility to charge.
We can think of a scenario where there are a lot of superchargers at
one EVPSS. Charging at a supercharger cost 2.50 NOK per minute(Portvik
Sture, 2018). Having a lot of superchargers inside would impact the QoS
of the user severely as the user still has to pay 2.50 NOK even when the
charging is finished because as long as the cable is plugged in the user
has to pay. Not only would this gives an extra cost to the user who is not
necessary, but the battery life would also decrease with the time, which is
something that will be covered in the battery modeling section.
A whitepaper made by icct[33], describes a typical charging pattern for
a user as when home charging is available, ideally all EV users would
charge when home, and then if necessary, charge at workplace or other
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public areas, meaning that there is a possibility that some users drop
charging at work if they have enough battery to arrive back home. Further
the authors in [33] describes fast charging as the best solution at long trips
with a short parking time.

3.2.4

Charging modes

The term ”Charging mode” is used to the level of security during the charging and is a designation given by The International Electrotechnical Commission under the ”IEC 62196” standard3 .
Mode 1: Charging at mode1 provides basic charging capabilities,
meaning standardoutlets and electrical plugs can be used. Standard
outlet used in Europe is CEE ”Schuko”. The ”highest” current in
charging mode1 is 16 A, with a limitation to 3.3kW for a single phase
connection [9].

Figure 3.4: Example of charging at Mode 1, also known as the old type of
charging [17].
Charging at mode 1 describes the easiest way to charge an EV, where
the charger cable is connected directly to a plug-in/sockets(typically
at home). It is the full responsibility of the owner to take care of the
safety during the charging, as no monitoring system checks if the car
is connected to ground contact or if the EV has protection and also
are in a satisfactory condition during the charging. In plain language,
there is ”no communication” between the EV and the power grid.
Mode 2: While charging at mode 2 allows a higher charge current, it
also increases the ”security,” because it adds safety measures on both
the charging cable and the EV port [9].The charging cable can connect
to a standard power outlet, and there is a control box(ICCB) that safeguards the security functions on the charging cable(or the portable
charging point). The cable used for mode two charging is delivered

Figure 3.5: Example of charging at Mode 2 [17].
together with most of the EVs today. The control box communicates
3 https://www.elbilgrossisten.no/pages/ladeguiden-lade-modus
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with the EV and tells how much electricity the EV can pull from the
charger, and the EV has to give a signal for when it is ready to receive
charging. Further, the EVSE has a built-in heat development security
which makes mode 2 charging much safer than mode 1 charging. The
small disadvantage with mode two charging is that the ”Schuko” contact (the most frequent contact), is not built for handling the long and
hard power-load which an EV and PHEV represents. This charging
solution requires the private user to ensure there is enough electricity
in the plug-in contact where the charging cable is connected at.
Mode 3: mode3 define ”fast” charging using AC connection with the
possibility to reach up to 55kW. It requires the use of a dedicated
EVSE(wall box) to be able to deliver high number of power to the EV
[9]. The communication gives the EV users a significant advantage as
there is a possibility to achieve faster charging.
With mode 3, ”fixed installations and connections are already
included with a specially customized contact(type 2) for charging the
EVs”4 .

Figure 3.6: Example of charging at Mode 3 [17].
When charging at mode 3, the EV is using a ”Smart” charging point.
There is active communication between the EV and the charger point.
The communication may include the capacity of the charging point
and the availability for the car to ”tell” the charging point to turn off
the power as soon as the EV gets fully charged.
In plain language, when charging at mode 1 or 2, it could take approximately up to 10 hours to fully charge. With mode 3 charging,
the number of hours can be ”reduced by 6.5” if the user uses a charge
point with mode 3 and 16 amp.
Mode 4: Mode 4 describes fast charging while using DC(Direct
current), with an external charger involved [9]. Mode 4 is also
known as ”supercharging.” This is achieved using a special chargingtechnology, such as CHAdeMO or CCS, and here the DC are entered
directly to the battery. There is communication between the EV and
the charging station that monitors the charging and ”increases” the
security when there is a high current level.
To summarize the charging modes, we say that all sockets and plugs
except the standard CEE ”Schuko,” are designed so the EV and the
4 https://www.es-store.co.uk/documents/product/Guide
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to EV charging.pdf

Figure 3.7: Example of charging at mode 4, also known as ”super charging”
[17]
Station/SG can communicate while the EV is charging [9], meaning
new settings and schedules can be added while the charging is on.
There exist other charging solutions, and some of them are soon to be
implemented such as ”battery swapping” and ”inductive charging” [9].
These type of charging-solution will also provide the same opportunities
when talking about communication and DMR opportunities.

3.3

Battery Modeling/Characterization/Performance basic terms

Batteries in EVs are different compared to existing batteries that are in the
market today(mobile phones, laptops, and other electronic devices) [2].
The batteries that are used in EVs, are designed so they can handle high
power with a value of 100 kWh. Batteries used in EVs have a high capacity
even though it is limited in weight and space. Lithium-ion(Li-ion) is a
battery type that is highly popular and used in both EVs [2]. The reason
this battery type is used is that it gives the possibility for the EV to obtain
a high specific energy and energy density [2]. Because of this, EVs can be
integrated with the Smart Grid, which means they can help to support the
power grid such as voltage-profile regulation, system optimization, and
frequency regulation [2].
Battery modeling is a tool essential for improving the design of the
battery, control of the EVs and manufacturing [2]. There are different types
of terms used for battery performance, underneath I have listed the two
important ones needed for the driving simulation program presented later:

3.3.1

Depth of Discharge(DoD)

The term ”Depth of Discharge” is used to describe how deeply the battery
has been ”discharged.” This means that if the battery is 100 percent fully
charged, then DoD is 0%. If the battery has delivered 30 percent of its
energy, then the battery has 70 percent left, then we say that the DoD of
the battery is 30 percent. If the battery is empty, then DoD is 100 percent.
DoD is explained as how much energy has been delivered from the battery
[6] and will in our case be calculated as:
DOD = 1 - SOC
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3.3.2

State of Charge(SoC)

SoC of the battery is a key parameter in EVs as it is ”a measure of
the amount of electrical energy stored in it”[51]. State of Charge is the
opposite of DoD. One popular term in the battery industry nowadays is
SoC. SoC defines the remaining capacity of the battery that is affected by
temperature, load current, driving distance of the EV, etc. [2]. SoC is the
relation between the maximum and remaining capacity and the formula
could be written as:

SOC =

RemainingCapacity
RatedCapacity
[2]

SoC is used to describe how fully charged the battery is, so if the battery
is fully charged, the SoC is 100%, and DoD is 0% [7]. The simple formula
for describing the relationship between SoC and DoD is:
SOC = 100% - DoD [7]
In most cases, the information about ranges of different EVs is known
to the user and vendors, based on driving tests made on long distances.
Knowing the maximum range of an EV, the SoC% on a specific distance
can be calculated as:

SOC =

RemainingRangeInKM
∗ 100 = %RemainingSoc
TotalRangeInKM

Between Drammen and Oslo-west(Lysaker interchange), there are
approximately 35.3km according to Google maps. This distance will be
used in some of the testing scenarios when comparing the EVs in terms
of distances later in this thesis. During winter times, the Nissan Leaf
24kwh has a close range of 100km5 . After reaching Lysaker, the Nissan
leaf has 64.7km left(100-35.3km). How much will be the remaining SoC%
for Nissan Leaf 24kwh after arriving at Lysaker interchange?

SOC =

64.7
∗ 100 = 64.7%SoC
100

Why are SoC% and DoD significant? Knowing the SoC% and the
DoD, we can calculate how much an EV consumes from a starting point
to an end-point, and how much remaining range in km and battery left
the EV has and also makes it easy to compare the different EV models.
Hopefully, later in the thesis SoC% status for different EVs can be used to
5 https://elbil.no/elbil/nissan-leaf/
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calculate charging-time in minutes needed for every single model. There
are different models made to characterize costs of using the battery to store
energy to the Smart Grid; however, the issue is that there is no single model
that can be used for all the chemistries[34]. When talking about battery
charging, there are several ways one could ”maintain” the life of the battery.
Several factors impact the life battery such as temperature, abuse, superfast charging, etc. An article presented by Battery University[49] describes
several things the user could do keep a ”healthy” battery. One thing that
the user could do is avoiding ”deep cycling.” Every time a charging-cycle
happens, the life of the battery goes down in a small number. Partial
discharging is better than full discharging(SoC% = 0, DoD = 100). What
the user could do to make a lithium-ion battery last as long as possible, is
to try to have a SoC% between 30 and 80 most of the time[49].

3.4

Summary

This section covered essential factors and issues describing the future
charging of Electric Vehicles, and how the everyday life for a fossil vehicle
user could change together with the transfer to EV. It is important to
understand that estimating exact charging time and SoC/DoD is more
complicated in the real world than as factors such as Electricity price,
weather, temperature impacts both the charging and consumption of EV
batteries. Much research work has been done about ”improving SoC
determination,” and is still a long going process[25]. In our case, entire
ranges and remaining ranges will be used to estimate SoC% which further
can help to estimate charging-time in minutes needed for EVs and in
longer-term use those in the charging-simulation program.
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Chapter 4

Queueing concepts and theory
This chapter will cover basic queueing theory, and concepts taken from
here are implemented in the main charging-simulation program.
Queueing theory is a huge and broad theme, with a lot of possibilities and
directions one could study, the main objective of this chapter is to pick and
use concepts that fit in the charging-simulation program concerning EV
charging and waiting times in stations, and will be presented.

4.1

Introduction

When there is more demand for service than there is a facility for service
available, we ”have to wait in line to be served”[27]. There may be many
reasons for this, one of the main factors is a shortage of servers available,
which again could help save costs for the business. It may be economically
better for a company to provide the level of service necessary to prevent
waiting, or there may be problems due to space limit to the number of
servers that can be provided [18]. ”If arrival times or the size of the
demands cannot be predicted, then conflicts for using the resource will
arise, and queues of waiting will be formed” [27].

Figure 4.1: Example of a simple typical queueing process [18] [19].
We easily define queueing system as customers arriving at a service and
waiting to be served, and after being satisfied and served, then leaving the
system. The term ”customer” is used in a general sense; in our case, the
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customers are the ”EV users” arriving at a charging point/station and
start charging the EV, and as soon as the EV has reached a certain number
% of SoC that makes the user satisfied, the user leaves the charging station.
There are several examples of why Queueing Theory has become so
popular to study, and underneath are examples:
1. Measurement of the ”busy time” of a server / length of a busy
period
2. Average numbers of customers(EVs) in the system / Distribution of
queue length
3. System utilization [54]
The last example would be quite useful in the charging-simulation
program, as one could observe which stations have higher ”traffic” and
which ones have low. Variation in service and arrival rates are two crucial
factors that cause queues. ”The reason for modeling queues is so we can
determine service level which helps to minimize costs” 1 . In our case,
modeling a queue could help to monitor which stations have high or low
queue-length over time, which stations can handle the large number of
EVs and ”possibly” identify bottlenecks. To model a queue, we need:
1. Arrival Rate
2. Service Rate
3. Number of servers(Charging-points)
According to authors in [42], ”all the involved random variables are
supposed to be independent of each other.” In queueing models, there are
usually three different kinds of objects which is a customer, server and
queue, and ”additionally” an agenda that keep tracks of the events
happening and scheduling them [47]. The number of arriving customers
may be infinite or finite, and the types of customers may also be only one,
or several different. In our case, it is several as different EV models have
different charging-time in minutes needed, and even different
patience-time in the waiting queue, which will further be covered in
chapter 6. Also, the arrival intensity may be independent or dependent on
the queue length.

4.1.1

Queuing process characteristics

There are several characteristics of queueing processes used to describe a
queueing system, and the most important ones are picked and presented
below:
Arrival pattern of customers: In typical queueing situations, often,
the service and arrival times are indeterministic(stochastic) [47], and
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wgkcrtjrr7s&t=637
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it is necessary to know the probability distribution that describes the
time between interval times. It may also be required to know if
customers can arrive simultaneously (batch or bulk arrivals), if this
is the case, then the probability distribution describes the size of the
batch. It is typical that a large number of customers arrive on
Sunday evening on their way home from a trip, and less number of
customers on Wednesday evening for instance. This is a typical
example when the process of arrivals are stochastic. Stochastic
processes can be looked at as ”a family of random variables which
are ”indexed” by time [54]. The reaction of the customers is
necessary to know when entering the system; for instance, a
”desperate” customer may have no choice to wait no matter how
long the queue becomes. An EV with critically low battery SoC has
no option but to remain in the queue no matter what, or if the line is
too long, the customer may decide not to enter the system. If the
customer has decided not to join the queue upon arrival, then we
say the customer has balked. A customer may also enter the queue,
but after a time the customer may lose patience and then decides to
leave the queue, in this case, the customer has reneged. One
important factor to be considered regarding the arrival pattern is
how the pattern changes with time. Stationary arrival pattern is used
for the arrival pattern that does not change with time. A pattern that
is not time-independent, which means it is dependent on the time, is
called ”nonstationary” [18].

Service pattern of servers: Service processes may depend on
several customers waiting for service. One server may, for instance,
work faster if the queue is building up, or in the opposite hand, the
queue may get less efficient. [18]. The situation in which service
depends on the number of customers waiting is referred to as
state-dependent service. We could also refer to state-dependent
arrivals in situations where the customers are impatient. As
mentioned earlier, service like arrivals could be stationary or
non-stationary, concerning time. It is important to know that the
dependence on time is not the same as the dependence of the state.
The former does not depend on how many customer there are in the
system, but rather on how long it has been in operation [18]. The
latter does not depend on how long the system has operated, but
only on the state on the system at a given time, which means how
many customers are currently in the system. What is important to
know that even if the service rate is high, it is very likely that some
customers will be delayed by waiting in the line. Concerning EV
charging, the service rate may be higher than what is
assumed/expected from the user. The term ”Smart charging” is used
about control the EV charging, which means that in some cases, the
Smart grid may slow down the charging of EVs, and is an alternative
to ”investing in new capacity” [35].
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Queue discipline: Queue discipline describes how EV users are
selected for service when a queue exists. There are different types of
queue disciplines, the most commonly used and is logically used for
arriving and charging, is the first come, first served(FCFS) or
”FIFO”(First in first out), and are the chosen queue discipline used
in the simulation when EVs enters the charging stations(EVPSS/CS).
System capacity: Physical limitation could be a problem in some
queue-processes, like a waiting room for instance. If the line reaches
a certain length, no further customers can get into the queue until
some space becomes available. We refer this to as finite queueing
situations where it is a finite limit to maximum system sizes. [18].
Having a charging station with an infinite queue-length with no
limit could cause huge bottlenecks and traffic density in some areas.

Figure 4.2: Location of Vulkan charging garage(EVPSS) at Grunerløkka
central district

”Any system where arrivals take place, demands upon a
finite-capacity resource may be termed a queueing system”[27].
Taking the Vulkan parking garage as an example, Vulkan parking
garage is placed in the middle of Grünerløkka. To get there, an EV
has to enter a small street down a hill. At the same place, there are
markets, private schools and other buildings where people have to
use the same street to enter into their respective buildings. At this
scenario, having a high queue-length or an ”infinite” queue-length
will force more EVs to balk, and in longer-term cause traffic density
and chaos at this area as EVs move in and out.
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4.1.2

Queuing performance

There are several queue performance metrics one could use to test the
performance of a system, underneath are two metrics which is found
interesting:
Average number of customers in queue: One might want to know what
is the average number of customers(users) in the queue. This is also
important as it tells something about which charging-stations has high
queue length over time and which ones has low over time:
Lq =

λ2
µ(µ − λ)

Average number of customers(EV users) in the system: Quite the same
as the metric above, the difference is that this also includes the users being
served and can be written as:
L = Lq +

λ
µ

The same authors but now in the fifth edition [19] explains that depending
on the system being studied; one may be of more interest to consider than
others. Those metrics above is found exciting and will form one of the
fundamentals in the charging-simulation program when EVs arrive at a
station.

4.2

Kendall‘S notation

In 1953, an English mathematician and statistician named David George
Kendall came with a suggestion to a notation which helps classify a ”wide
variety” of different waiting lines [26]. Kendall‘s notation helps to
describe queues in a more analytical way, and ”gives a good
understanding of what those numbers do mean” 2 and is seen as
”standards” in the queueing literature [19].
A simple form of describing Kendall’s notation is using 3 letters which are
a/b/c[26].
a: probability distribution of customer arrivals(Poisson distribution
e,g)
b: probability distribution of service time(Exponential distribution)
c: the number of servers that are in the system
For instance, if we have an M/M/1 queueing system, then Poisson
distribution is used for arrival, and exponential distribution is used for
service time, and there is only one server. If we have a queueing system
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wgkcrtjrr7s&t=637
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with M/M/3 than Poisson distribution is used for arrival, and exponential
is used for the service time, but now there are three servers[26].the three
letters simply describe Kendall’s notation, but if one goes deeper,
Kendall’s notation consists up to 6 letters totally, adding c/d/f next to a/b/c
d: represents capacity of the queueing system, for instance what the
maximum queue-length or maximum customers in the queue and
being served at the same moment
e: e represents the ”size of the source of population” from which
customers seeks service
f: is additional and describes the queueing discipline(FIFO/FCFS
etc.)
The six characters mentioned are ”sufficient” to describe many queueing
systems of interest in a completely way [19]. In the simulation program,
the maximum queue length is standard 20 for all the CS/EVPSS. The
author in [26] explains Kendall‘s notation as useful to classify queueing
system and usage of a computer program to ”compute measurement of
the effectiveness of a queueing system”[26].

4.3

Multiserver queues (M/M/c)

Further above, M/M/1 server was mentioned. M/M/C is used about
multi-servers, where arrivals are Poisson with rate λ, there are C servers,
and each server has an independently and identically distributed
exponential service-time distribution with mean 1/μ [18].
If we have c or more customers in the systems, then all the servers are
busy. In the serving process, the number of servers may be one or several
servers, and also several ”types” of servers. In our case, this is the number
of chargers, but also different types of chargers which is type1/schuko,
type2 and type3(CCS/CHAdeMO) that exits per district/region of Oslo.
When a customer is being served, the serving rate may be constant, or
dependent on customer demand[47]. Every EV-user has its required
charging-time in minutes when charging, but then the charging rate is also
dependent on how many other EVs are currently charging at the same
station at the same time. This is named as the ”charging-factor,” and will
be covered further in chapter 7. Since each server which processes
customers with are μ, the combined service-completion rate for the system
is cμ. When there are fewer than c customers in the system: n < c, only a
certain of n of the c servers are busy, and the combined service-completion
rate for the system is nμ. μn may also be written as:
(
µη =

ηµ(1 ≤ n < c),
cµ(n ≥ c).
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4.3.1

Choosing the number of servers

When ”managing” a queueing system, it is most preferable to determine
an appropriate number of servers c for the system. Having a large number
of servers incurs a higher cost, but will definitively improve the quality of
service to the customers [18].

Figure 4.3: State transition diagram [18]
Most of the time the problem is to find the number of servers that can
balance both the quality and cost of the service. One needs to be sure that
the number of servers must be greater than the offered load ”r”;
otherwise, the queue is ”unstable.”

Figure 4.4: Example of M/M/C queue [18]
The users who enter Oslo from different corridors would prefer to charge
their EVs at end-points/preferred locations. But if no chargers are
available and the queue length also is full; the user has to drop charging,
or, the user has then to move around to next closest station to either charge
or find a place in a queue. Therefore, setting the queue-length to a specific
limit, like in our case 20, will help comparing and analyzing which stations
have higher or lower average queue-length over time because it ensures
that all chargers in the area/EVPSS get utilized in the right way which
further can help us identify stations that need more chargers than others.
Calling population is a term used in queueing theory describing the
population of potential customers, and there are two population models
which are Finite and Infinite [46]. In our case, the calling population is
assumed to be infinite as the arrival rate is ”not affected” by the numbers
of EVs that are being served and waiting in the queue[46].
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4.4

Poisson process

Poisson process is a ”model for a series of discrete event where the
average time between events is known, but the exact timing of events is
random” 3 . To model arrivals of customers in a waiting line, Poisson
process is often used [37]. The current arrival of an element(in our case
EV), is not dependent on the previous visitor, below is a figure showing an
example of how a Poisson process looks like:

Figure 4.5: Example of a poisson process4 .
Usually, the Poisson process meets three criteria when:
1. Average rage(events per time period) is constant
2. Two events cannot occur at the same time
3. Events(arrivals of EVs) are independent of each other, and the
occurence of one event(arrival of one EV) does not affect the
probability of the next EV that arrives.

4.4.1

Poisson distribution

A Poisson distribution is also known as ”distribution of rare events” [50].
The parameter for the Poisson distribution is the λ, which is used to
describe the mean/average number of occurrences over an interval, e,g
hours or day [50]. Poisson distribution is one of the most common arrival
distributions, and reasons for this is that Poisson distribution, with a given
average arrival rate, provides a probability that a certain number of
customers (X) that arrive within a time window5 . Poisson distribution is a
tool that helps us ”predicting the probability of events happening when
we know how often it has occurred”6 .
3 https://towardsdatascience.com/the-poisson-distribution-and-poisson-process-

explained-4e2cb17d459
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wgkcrtjrr7s&t=640s
6 https://www.statisticshowto.datasciencecentral.com/poisson-distribution/
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Statistics for the year 2017 were collected from Akershus county
municipality7 . Together with Poisson distribution, it gave an indication
about cars that passed into Oslo averagely through the pay tolls from
west, north-east, and south. Below is a table with the numbers:
Per day (24h)
Subtotal vest = 87379
Subtotal south = 62210
Subtotal north/east = 91960

Per hour
3670.79
2592
3831.66

Per minute
60.67 ≈ 61
43.20 ≈ 43
63.86 ≈ 64

Table 4.1: Toll passing statistics(Blue) collected from
http://statistikk.akershus-fk.no

Based on the numbers above, together we have an arrival rate = λ of 167
vehicles per minute. We could, for instance, assume that 167 EVs arrives
in Oslo per minute, and run simulations with those numbers, but that
would have given significant numbers to work with afterward, and
realistically the numbers of EVs is more likely to happen at the year
2023-2024 or even after this, not in 2020. The aim is to find an optimal
number of chargers needed in Oslo for 2020. Therefore, numbers of EVs at
county’s next to Oslo were collected8 and used in simulation as this gives
a more realistic view of the number of EVs that comes in and out to Oslo,
this will provide a more realistic arrival rate of EVs which again offers
more ”realistic” results after simulation.

Figure 4.6: Amount of EVs at county’s next to Oslo
Source:https://elbil.no/elbilstatistikk/elbilbestand/
Buskerud and Vestfold are connected to ”Subtotal vest,” Akershus county
can be connected to ”Subtotal north-east” and Østfold to ”Subtotal south,”
we then get the arrival rates like this:

7 http://statistikk.akershus-fk.no
8 https://elbil.no/elbilstatistikk/elbilbestand/
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Per day (24h)
Subtotal vest = 13449
Subtotal South = 6255
Subtotal North/east = 34130
Table
4.2:
Toll
passing
http://statistikk.akershus-fk.no

Per hour
560.37 ≈ 560
260.62 ≈ 261
1422.08 ≈ 1422

statistics(Blue)

collected

from

This gives an total arrival rate = λ of 2243 EVs per hour assuming that all
of the vehicles at county’s next to Oslo are EVs, and travel every day. This
will provide a more realistic view of the number of EVs moving in and out
from Oslo for the next year(2020-2021). The next thing to determine if the
distribution of the total λ(2243). A user who enters Oslo daily has different
purposes; a large portion of users travels daily into Oslo for work, and
some users live inside Oslo, and travels outside the city daily and arrive
back home at afternoon and some travel to Oslo just for a ”holiday” trip.
To make the arrivals look as realistic as possible, the first step is to divide
the total arrival per hour(2243) into three smaller arrival rates:
• Work/Business purposes: 50% of 2243 = 1121,5 ≈ 1122:
• High population areas/visits: 40% of 2243 = 897 ≈ 897:
• Hotspot/Tourist areas: 10% of 2243 = 224,3 ≈ 224:

4.4.2

Cumulative Distribution Function

The Cumulative Distribution Function(CDF) may sometimes be called the
”lower tail” (Q(n|λ)) and the ”upper tail” (P(n|λ)) for the Poisson
probability distribution [32]. CDF gives us a ”cumulative probability that
is associated with a function”9 . CDF can be used to figure out
”probabilities below a certain value, or above a certain value or between
the two.” Using the Excel tool from office 10 , CDF function is inbuilt and
could be used to creating the models:

e−λ λλ
k!
k =0
x

cumpoisson =

∑

Below are CDF models generated in Excel:

9 http://www.statisticshowto.com/cumulative-distribution-function/
10 https://support.office.com/en-ie/article/poisson-dist-function-8fe148ff-39a2-46cb-

abf3-7772695d9636
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(a) CDF ”hotspot”

(b) CDF ”main”

(c) CDF ”work”

Figure 4.7: generated CDF with arrival probabilities to different group of
districts
The graphs above give an overall picture of probabilities of EVs arriving at
the different districts based on the type of distribution that the particular
district is assigned to. The next task is to build a function that generates
those probabilities.
Generating CDF probabilities
In computer science, random number generator is ”widely used in
simulations” [11] and therefore, EVs will be randomly distributed to the
districts as ”good randomness properties are essential” [11]. For each day
in the simulation, different number of EVs are distributed per hour using
the same probabilities for that particular timeslot on the X label. Further,
the number of generated EVs are randomly distributed/divided between
the number of districts assigned to the same group which can be seen in
figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Example of generated random distribution to hotspot districts
How much EVs that are distributed to one district, also depends on how
many districts are assigned to that particular distribution. The higher
number of districts, the smaller number of EVs will be distributed per
hour. Underneath are an example showing the same distribution, but in
this case, there is only one district assigned to hotspot distribution,
meaning that this station will get a higher number of EVs per hour:

Figure 4.9: Example of generated random distribution to hotspot with only
1 hotspot district involved
Note that regardless of the number of districts assigned, the
distribution(hotspot in this case) has an upper bound of 5376(λ224 * 24h),
meaning the overall total EVs distributed to hotspot districts cannot reach
above this. Several attempts and different ways of generating functions
with random distributions were created and tested. The functions created
and used in this case are good enough as there is only a matter of
milliseconds before the distributions are generated. As the author in [39]
explains merely: ”Random numbers should be reproducible and
efficiently generated.” Looking at figure 4.8, the generation of distribution
to those five ”hotspot” stations may seem easy at the first place, but when
the task was distributing EVs to 47 main/residential districts, the task
became more complex and slow computation problems occurred(could
take up to 10 minutes in real-time to generate). Therefore, several
functions/methods of generating the distributions were tested, and the
importance of creating efficient distributions became more important. In
this case, the distribution function above is useful as overall probabilities,
and distributions made are done quickly and efficiently.
In our case, some districts could be assigned to more than one distribution
meaning that particular area could get a more significant number of EVs
arrived. Based on own experience and knowledge gained about Oslo,
some districts are chosen to be both central district and work/business
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district, and some districts are both main & hotspot districts, etc.
Underneath is a map showing the districts assigned to more than one
distribution:

Figure 4.10: Map showing districts assigned to more than one distributions

4.4.3

Exponential distribution

The most common service-distribution is the Exponential distribution(also
called ”The negative exponential distribution”) 11 . Exponential
distribution is used to ”describe the time between the events in a Poisson
process.” The relationship between exponential and Poisson distribution
is quite strong. Depending on the service time µ, the exponential
distribution gives us a probability that the service will exceed time t 12 .

4.5

DES of queueing systems

Discrete event simulation is a common method used for simulating
performance and behavior of real-life processes and the facility of
11 http://www.statisticshowto.com/cumulative-distribution-function/
12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wgkcrtjrr7s&t=640s
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system13 . DES is used in various industries, such as banks, health cares
services. Typical applications of DES could include evaluating potential
financial investments, stress testing, etc.14 The authors in [10], explains the
choice of a queueing system as an essential factor when determining how
efficient a business is run. ”As the size of the world‘s population increases,
so do the number of queues and their queue length”[10]. In our case, it
could be explained as the number of EVs increasing, and the queue length
to the EVPSS‘s also increases. Increasing the number of chargers will
result in a shorter waiting line, which again results in happy customers
which most probably will return another time asking for the same service.
The article examines two types of queueing systems which are single and
multiple channels queues. In the charging-simulation program, the single
channel queueing system will be used when EVs enters the station.

Figure 4.11: Example of a single-channel queueing system [10]

Hour

CS name

3
4
5
6
7

Vinderen
Vinderen
Vinderen
Helsfyr
Vinderen

EVs charging
totally
0
1
3
3
3

percentage
of
chargers in use
0
33.333
100
100
100

EVs in queue per
hour
0
0
20
20
20

Table 4.3: EVs in waiting line & station per hour [10].
As the article suggests, there are several tools and programs available on
the web for playing and simulating queues and predict waiting time,
waiting probability and queue length, where the inputs to the simulation
are based on statistics collected over a shorter period. In our case, the
13 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK293948/
14 https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/discrete-event-simulation-DES
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total EVs in station
per hour
0
1
23
23
23

input to the simulation will be the number of chargers collected, and
charging-time in minutes(amount of time an EV spends at one charger).
The issue is that in our case, those tools that exist already, won’t fit for use
because Oslo doesn’t have only one EVPSS, but several EVPSS. In that
case, one could look at Oslo as one ”big” charging-station with
multiple-channel queueing system leading into different servers, the
problem here would then be that EV-users gets to charge at a charger far
away from the preferred destination which gives a low QoS.
Day

CS name

1
1
2
2
3
3

Furuset & Ellingsrud
Helsfyr
Furuset & Ellingsrud
Helsfyr
Furuset & Ellingsrud
Helsfyr

total amount
of chargers
37
65
37
65
37
65

avg queue length

avg totalEV in station

15.2
14.4
15.04
14.4
14.88
14.36

43.32
63.2
43.16
63.28
43
62.96

Table 4.4: Daily collection of queueing & station performances [10].
Therefore, an own charging simulation program was built with
”inspiration” from DES using queueing concepts covered above, allowing
DES simulation the same way as other tools that exist online, but
concerning EV arrivals and charging. When the program is finished, the
user would be able to monitor and collect different statistics, including
queue-length, avg-queue-length over time, rejected-EVs(number of EVs
rejected from the station due to maximum queue length reached).

4.6

Summary

This chapter covered the fundamentals of queueing theory and concepts
that will be used and tested on the charging simulation program. It is
essential to know that there are several queueing techniques out there, and
also scientific papers examining different queueing techniques concerning
EV-scheduling. One queueing that were not mentioned and not tested in
this thesis is ”priority-queue”; the reasons for this will be discussed later
on in the conclusion section.
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Chapter 5

Network modeling and
representation
In addition to queuing theory and simulation, network modeling is studied
and is one of the fundamentals of the charging-simulation program. This
chapter will cover a brief introduction of network modeling, and also a vital
tool for utilizing the data‘s collected and be able to use in the programs
created and also represent it together with the program used. Network
representation is commonly used in distribution, production, facilities
location, project planning, etc. [12].

5.1

Network optimization

Network optimization is ”a special type of linear programming model”
[45], and is sometimes preferred to use instead of linear programming.
There are three main advantages that network models have over linear
programming which is:
• Intuitive: It provides a a language which makes it possible talking
about problem and issues much more intuitive than ”objectives”,
”variables” and ”constraints” [45]
• Naturally integer solutions: When a problem could be formulated
as a network program, then it makes it possible to solve special types
of integer programs without having to resort to the ”ineffective” and
”time consuming” integer programming algorithms [45]
• Quickly solved: Other programs containing a linear program with a
large number of rows and columns, could be solved in a short period,
sometimes in only a matter of seconds. The advantages with this are
that it allows network models to be used in many applications where
linear programming would be inappropriate [45]
There are also some ”disadvantages” with network models, they can
not ”formulate” the full range of models that integer and linear programs
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can, but they occur often enough in that way so they can help to form a
vital tool which can be used for decision making.
Graph is typical in network models, which consists of points, and lines
connecting them. The points in the graphs are called ”vertices” or ”nodes”
[45], and the line between them is called ”arcs.” The lines may in some
scenarios have directions, which in this case, we refer to it as a ”directed”
arcs. If the lines have no direction, then often they are referred to as ”edge.”
Also, the authors in [12] explains a network as a set of points(vertices &
Nodes) and a set of lines connecting pairs of nodes. In our case, the network
is ”undirected” since there are only undirected arcs.

5.2

Map visualization with GraphTea

The tool that has been used for visualizing the map about Oslo including
the chargers is named ”GraphTea”. GraphTea is a rich ”graph-editing”
framework and has been developed under the name of ”GraphLab” in
”the Department of Mathematics in Sharif University of Technology”[31].
The primary goal of GraphTea is to make the teaching process for both
”teachers and students by emphasizing the visual features and educational
ones” [31]. Using GraphTea, one can provide only the information that is
desirable for the user, which in our case, present all the chargers that are in
Oslo.

5.2.1

Benefits of using Graphtea

Inside the GraphTea tool, one could generate a graph in three different
ways. The purest form of doing it is using the mouse, where for each click
on the main window adds a new vertex, and connecting to vertices just
only by ”click on the source vertex and dragging the mouse to the center of
destination vertex” [31].
All the vertices that are generated on the main window can be grouped
into different colors to present their purpose and behavior [31]. After the
vertices are created, the user can move each of them to different positions.
What makes GraphTea even more powerful, is that it gives the freedom
to the user to save it in separate configuration files, and further be able to
open the same data in other tools(e,g. Matlab), if wanted. The user could
also open the file later to add/edit vertex information if needed. In the end,
when the user is finished generating the graphs, it can directly be saved in
a PNG or JPEG format.
When the map was created, the next task was to transfer the data and
use the same dynamics described in the map over to the programming
code. Here, a simple python script collected from ”Python course EU1 were
used. Python course EU gives and simplified definition of Graphs as ”A
graph in mathematics and computer science consists of ”nodes,” also known as
”vertices” which may or may not be connected.” The connection of the nodes is
1 https://www.python-course.eu/graphs

python.php
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called ”edges.” When a graph is undirected, it explains edges with a ”twoway” relationship where the edges can be traversed in both directions, and
if a graph is directed, the edges have a ”one-way” relationship where the
edges have direction2 .
As mentioned earlier, the presented data should be in an easily readable
format for the user, but also make it easy for the users/testers to use
in the simulation program. Therefore it is essential that the visual data
are transferred smoothly over to the code, so the tester knows where to
make changes such as adding or removing chargers in the simulation
program. The script taken from Python course EU presents a secure
method of displaying the vertices/nodes in python using dictionaries, and
the transformation of data into the program went quite smoothly.
The Data about districts in Oslo and the number of chargers are
clarified. To simplify the work, the districts/areas in Oslo are declared as
charging-stations(EVPSS), simply by informing the user that each district
is a charging-station for itself.

5.2.2

”Type2 + Schuko” problem

At the introduction chapter, the ”type2 + schuko” issue was introduced.
At this stage, data about those chargers are still yet to be collected. Is 50%
of those type1 chargers and 50% of those type2 chargers? Or is all of them
type1 chargers but EVs with type2 plug can connect and charge? If so,
what is the charging rate/speed for the new generation of EVs that uses
those chargers? Playing and exploring with GraphTea gave an ”idea” on
how to cope with this issue.

Figure 5.1: Figure describing the ”type2 +schuko” problem and solution.
Figure 5.1 shows how GraphTea helped ”solving” this issue by
distributing the number of ”type2 + schuko” chargers between schuko
chargers and type2-chargers. The distribution was made using ”67%-33%”
formula, where 67% is added to type1 chargers, and 33% to type2 chargers.
One could also have done opposite in adding 67% to type2 instead of type1,
but it is assumed that a large number of those chargers have been in Oslo
for years, with an old charging technology, which also then is unlikely to
2 https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/math/directed-and-undirectedgraphs.html
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provide a type2 charging speed into EVs. Therefore, it is more logically to
provide 67% to type1 chargers.

5.2.3

Hop in networking

The way EVs move between the districts is inspired by ”Hop” which is a
well-known term in computer networking. Technopedia, a well known IT
education websites explains Hop count as the ”total number of intermediate
devices such as routers through which a given piece of data must pass between
the source and destination, instead of flowing directly over a single wire” [43].
Hop-count is ”a basic measurement” of a distance in a network and can
be used to describe the distance in a given network [43]. Hop count gives
an approximate measuring of distances between two given hosts. Together
with distance matrixes, hop count will help approximately calculate SoC%
for the different EVs on the different distances chosen.

5.2.4

Distance matrixes

In addition to adding different vertices and edges, GraphTea can also
be used to create distance matrixes. This can be done in two possible
ways, either using multiple lists and add number by number, or just input
numbers at the edges to describe the distance between the vertices, and
GraphTea will automatically create this.

Figure 5.2: Distance matrix (also called ”two-dimentional-array”)
In graph theory, mathematics and computer science, Distance matrix is
a ”square matrix”(two-dimensional array) which contains distances, and
taken pairwise between elements of a set 3 A distance matrix of a ”graph”
is defined similarly to how adjacency matrixes are [13]. Figure 5.2 shows
how the distance matrix is used in the driving simulation program. In daily
basis, users enter Oslo city from different corridors(west, north-east, southeast) or entering Oslo with the boat from Denmark/Germany. EVs have
different % of SoC when arriving, based on the traveling distance, battery
pack size, etc. The location of a charger point/station may be known to the
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance

matrix
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user; if so, the user probably also knows the shortest path to take to get to
the charger.

Figure 5.3: Figure showing the shortest path(marked in red) from Lysaker
interchange to Vulkan charging-garage
Distance matrixes imported to the driving-simulation program is used
to test the different EVs on different distances. Figure 5.3 shows an example
where an EV user arrives at Oslo from Drammen city; in this case, we have
two EV-users. EV-user1 knows the preferred EVPSS, which in this case are
driving to Oslo-city(end-point), and the user takes the shortest path to get
to there, simply driving through E18 road.
EV-user2 knows the preferred EVPSS, which in this case could be
Grunerløkka & Vulkan charging-garage(end-point), and the user takes the
shortest path to get to there. Both distances can be seen in figure 5.3. The
distance from Drammen to Lysaker interchange is approximately 35.3km.
The SoC% formula which was covered in chapter 3, is implemented into the
driving-simulation program. Together, the SoC% formula and the distance
matrixes could be used in this case to see remaining SoC% for different EVs
on figure 5.4.
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(a) Drammen city - Lysaker - Oslo City

(b) Drammen City - Lysaker - Vulkan(EVPSS)

Figure 5.4: SoC status for EVs at the start of the west-corridor, and endpoints

5.3

Summary

This chapter covered network modeling & network, and an important
software one could use when there are several extensive data to organize,
use and recover later if necessary. GraphTea is dominant in the way
that one could go back and make changes in information/data, without
affecting the work/other changes made. Most of the visualization maps
seen in the thesis are created using GraphTea.
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Chapter 6

Driving-simulation program
In Chapter 4, a queueing process was explained as a customer who arrives
and requests service. In this case, the customers are the EV-users arriving
at stations requiring to charge for X minutes. Now that the distancematrix was ready, it could be implemented into the driving simulation
program and test the EVs on different distances. In this way, one gets
to know their current SoC% status when arriving at end-points, which is
essential for calculating the number of charging-time in minutes needed.
The top sold EVs in Norway, and their ranges are already collected, and
SoC consumption of different EVs among different districts could now
be studied further. It is an exciting area to look at, because it gives an
indication of how much remaining % of SoC the different EVs have after
reaching various destinations(work, home), and says something about the
time needed for charging. Also, several scenarios could be described such
as: ”what if the station is full?”, ”what if there are no charging-points at the
station?”, ”will the EV be able to move to another station?”, or in ”worst”
case scenario: ”will the EV be able to return back to the starting point,
without charging at all?”
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, there are plenty of scientific
articles with different planning methods. The reason why [30] is chosen
to study further, is because most of the existing planning-ways that exist
today only takes the service radius of the charging stations. Considering
the service radius of charging stations and using this as a constraint, does
not fit for all cases, underneath in an example of figure explaining this.

Figure 6.1: Example of case of ”planning failure” [30].
Figure 6.1 shows a practical example of what could happen if we don’t
take the characteristics of the traffic network into consideration and how
it could lead to an increased driving distance for the EV users. In this
example above, the distance between user C and B is 50km, and both end55

points have a charging station at their respective sides. The service radius
is 25km. This charging station planning could in most cases satisfy the
radius constraint, but what if the user at point C wants to drive to point
A and return? The actual driving distance would then be 80km which is
longer than the distance between C and B. Taking a BMW i3 22kWh as an
example, the mileage of this EV is 80KM. If the EV returns from A to C, it
has 0 SoC% left, and that’s just enough to arrive back to the starting point.
But at some circumstances, the EV may experience ongoing work at roads,
extreme weather, etc. which increases DoD a little bit more, and in this case,
the user won’t be able to arrive home. To prevent this, the user has to drive
to point B to charge, and then return to point C which is time-consuming
and impacts the QoS significantly[30].
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Figure 6.2: Inspection procedure used for battery capacity constraint [30].
Using the simplified Lucidchart tool[40], The flowchart on figure 6.2
is created based on the inspection procedure[30] and shows the important
steps that need to be fulfilled to determine if the requirements are met or
not. The paper assumes that the SoC% of EV a the starting point F is the
current SoC% of the EV(X), or if there is a charging point/station at the
starting point F, then it is assumed that the EV is fully charged(80 - 100
SoC%). The flowchart diagram is quite straight forward: the EV drives to
the nest point which in this case could be point T. The SoC% consumption
of the distance is then EF − T . The number of SoC% on the next point is
calculated as ET = EF − EF − T .
When the EV arrives at the next point, and there also is charging point
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there, then ET = Q. If there is no remaining SoC% for the EV to maintain
the traveling to the next area, or cannot return to any previous chargingpoints on the path, then we consider that the charging-station/point
planning has not met the charging need for the actual way, and new
chargers need to implemented here.

Figure 6.3: 4 longest distances in Oslo tested with inspection procedure

The inspection procedure was used to test the range of EVs collected.
Tests were made the most extended distances between the central districts
in Oslo, and to see if SoC% could reach 0, and check if there is a charging
point available at this area, if it is, then it is all OK. If there is not any charger
in this area, then the requirement is not satisfied, and new chargers need to
be built here.
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(a) Ullern - Søndre Nordstrand Ullern

(b) Søndre Nordstrand - Stovner Søndre Nordstrand

(c) Søndre Nordstrand - Fornebu Søndre Nordstrand

(d) Stovner - Fornebu - Stovner

Figure 6.4: Remaining SoC% (winter ranges) after reaching driving to one
distance and back
We see that the EVs could basically drive to any end-point around and
return, and still have a SoC% far above 0. All the EVs used in the simulation
has over 30% when returning, explaining that the overall requirements
around Oslo are met.
Comparing Oslo to other big cities and metropolis in the world, Oslo
is quite small, where distances and driving time from the corridors are not
too long. The graph‘s and the map above show the most significant margin
distances between the central districts in Oslo and the remaining SoC for
the different EVs. If all users had an EV of a battery pack size same as BMW
i3/Volkswagen e-Up, clearly we would need a lot more chargers around,
and the costs would be higher. An early reminder is that those EVs with
low ranges are those that came out years ago. EVs that came out the recent
years after this has increased range and new EVs that are in production
now will overall have significantly better ranges than those we have today.
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We could assume that users who change from fossil to EV probably now
and in the future will have EVs with battery pack size that equals Tesla
Model S/Tesla Model X. Looking at the Tesla model X on the graphs above,
we see that the EV could drive from home to work and back (perhaps 2-3
times a week) before needing to charge which then can be done at home
which ensures high user satisfaction and low cost.
Another driving scenario that was tested was SoC consumptions of the
EVs that enter Oslo from other places outside the city.

Figure 6.5: Distance when arriving to corridors from outside(35.3km
already consumed) and further down to work districts
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Figure 6.5 shows areas assumed as business & working districts. In
this driving scenario, it can be expected that SoC% would be quite much
lower than the previous scenario. We assume that a large number of
people who enters Oslo daily in the morning are driving there for working
purposes. From Drammen to Lysaker interchange(west corridor of Oslo)
it is approximately 35.3km according to Google maps. We can assume this
as the longest distance an EV drives before entering Oslo from an outside
area. The central districts were listed at the start of this paper; we use
them to test the distances and SoC% status of an EVs after the user has
driven 35.3km(The EV have already driven 35.3km when entering Oslo).
The starting distance could either be Lysaker E18/Tangerud interchange
E6 south/Klemetsrud interchange.

(a) South-east corridor of Oslo and all
the way to Fornebu

(b) South-east corridor of Oslo and all
the way to Blindern & UiO

(c) West corridor of Oslo and all the
way to Alnabru

(d) North-east corridor of Oslo and all
the way to Fornebu

Figure 6.6: SoC% status when at work districts
To observe what possible SoC% the EVs could have left after arriving
at Oslo, the most extended distances from corridors to working districts
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are chosen. Looking at Alnabru district, this is the longest distance from
Lysaker(all the other working areas have a shorter distance from here), and
the same for the north-east and south corridor. The graphs on figure 6.6
above show the SoC% status when at the corridors(Assuming the EVs has
driven 35.3km), and the final SoC after reaching work stations. One of the
work stations on the map does not have any charger points(Alnabru), but
the user regardless of EV model, will be able to reach the desired location
on the route and drive back except (Nissan Leaf 24kWh/ BMW i3 22kWh/
Volkswagen e-up, etc.). If we were to plan and design new chargers
based only on [30], then new chargers would definitively be needed to be
implemented here.

Figure 6.7: Graph showing remaining SoC% left for EVs after driving on
different distances tested

Figure 6.7 shows the average remaining SoC% that the different EVs
has after being tested at various distances. It is clear that low range EVs
like the Nissan Leaf and the BMW i3s still has more than enough SoC to
go to the next closest station to charge if the chargers at end-points are not
available. On the other hand, high range EVs like Teslas, Renault Z.O.Es
and KIA Souls are not in danger if they don’t get to charge their EV as they
easily could return to the starting point. Based on the figure, we can assume
that the patience-time in the waiting queue is lower for the high range EVs,
unlike the low range EVs which are in more need to charge, meaning they
have no option but to wait longer and be more patient when in the waiting
queue.
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6.1

Collection of charging-time in minutes for EVs

Now that we know the approximately remaining SoC% for the EVs, the
next task is to calculate the charging-time in minutes. In the real world,
both charging-rate and charging-time are non-linear, with several factors
like maximum acceptance rate, how many EVs that are charging at the
same time, plug-in type, etc. influencing the charging-rate for both EV
and the EVPSS especially. The authors in [20] explains charging profiles
for EVs as dependent on ” a large number of variables” which could be
categorized as Environmental, charge-point and Characteristics of the EV and
External factors.
There are several formula and tools one could use when calculating
charging-time needed for different EVs. The tool from homechargingstations1 , provides a simple solution for calculating charging time in minutes
taking the remaining SoC%, battery size in kWh and power outlet into consideration.

Figure 6.8: Calculator used to estimate charging in minutes for EVs
Source: https://www.homechargingstations.com/ev-charging-time-calculator/.
The article [24] described how the Nissan Leaf 24kWh could charge
from 0% to 100% in 8 hours using a type 2 charger with a 3.3kw power
outlet. In comparison, Nissan leaf 24 kWh could charge from 0% to 80% in
30 minutes only using a ”type 3 charger”.
Therefore, we assume that all of the type-2 chargers in Oslo chargers
the EVs with a 3.3kw outlet to find charging time in minutes at type2. After
this, charging-time in minutes at type 2 is divided by 12.8 to find out the
1 https://www.homechargingstations.com/ev-charging-time-calculator/
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charging-time in minutes needed at level 3 charger for the other EV models,
equaling the same number and rate as the Nissan Leaf 24kWh charges at
level 3. According to the calculator, Nissan Leaf 24kWh uses 6 hours and
23 minutes(383 min) to charge from 0% to 80%. Then:

383/12.8 = 29.921875≈ 30min
Using the tool, battery size for the EVs and the remaining SoC% for
different EVs based on figure 6.7, we get this charging time in minutes
needed:

EVs
Nissan Leaf
24kWh
Nissan leaf
30kWh
BMW
i3
22kWh
BMW
i3
30kWh
Tesla
S
90(D)
Tesla
model X
Volkswagen
e-Golf
KIA SOUL
Volkswagen
e-up
Renault
Z.O.E R90
Mercedes
Benz B250e
Hyundai
IONIC

Battery
pack
size:

Charging-time: type 1

Charging-time: type 2

Charging-time: type 3

Patiencetime
in
waitingqueue:

24kWh

211 / 216 / 269

121 / 126 / 129

9.45 / 9.84 / 13.98

30

30kWh

180 / 193 / 247

90 / 103 / 157

7.03 / 8.04 / 12.26

15

22kWh

245 / 258 / 316

155 / 168 / 226

12.10 / 13.12 / 17.65

30

30 kWh

190 / 203 / 263

100 / 113 / 173

7.81 / 8.82 / 13.51

15

100kWh

231 / 251 / 292

141 / 161 / 202

11.01 / 12.57 / 15.78

5

100kWh

191 / 211 / 251

101 / 121 / 161

7.89 / 9.45 / 12.57

5

24kWh

148 / 153 / 182

58 / 63 / 92

4.53 / 4.92 / 7.18

5

27Kwh

166 / 177 / 215

76 / 87 / 125

5.93 / 6.79 / 9.76

10

22kWh

245 / 258 / 316

155 / 168 / 226

12.10 / 13.12 / 17.65

30

40kWh

162 / 170 / 195

72 / 80 / 105

5.62 / 6.25 / 8.20

5

20kWh

186 / 191 / 248

96 / 101 / 158

7.5 / 7.89 / 12.34

15

28kWh

191 / 140 / 180

101 / 50 / 90

7.89 / 3.90 / 7.03

10

Table 6.1: Calculated charging-time in minutes & patience-time in waitingqueue for different EVs
The table above shows three different charging-time in minutes required at a different type of chargers. For each day-time simulation run,
different EVs randomly picks one random charging-time in minutes based
on which charger type the EV is placed on.
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While real data about patience time in waiting-queue for EV users
are yet to be found, assumptions are made based on the average SoC%
different EVs have after being tested on different distances:
• 50% > SoC% = Patience time in waiting queue = 30min
• 60% > SoC% > 50% = Patience time in waiting queue = 15min
• 70% > SoC% > 60% = Patience time in waiting queue = 10min
• SoC% > 70% = Patience time in waiting queue = 5min

6.2

Summary

This section covered one solution for calculating and collecting charging
time in minutes needed for different EVs. As different EV-users require
different minutes to charge, it was required to test different EVs on the
same range to compare them. As [30] is mainly focusing on planning
new stations taking the battery as the constraint, This was found useful
as it indicates remaining SoC% for the different EV models, which further
shows how far EVs can drive before needing to charge. Choosing the
”right” calculator to use was based on the information available about
ranges and battery size-pack for different EVs.
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Chapter 7

Charging-simulation program
The charging simulation program is fundamental for both the learning
process and for finding the optimal solution for planning new charging
stations/points in Oslo. There are various ways of creating and runnings
such simulation. The first step is to choose the right programming
language, and for this Python is chosen. One of the reasons is that Python
is a quite flexible and easy language to learn, which hopefully also would
make other users/testers who want to continue working on the program in
the future, much more comfortable. There are a lot of attributes included in
the charging simulation program, underneath are listed the most important
ones and their purpose:

7.1

EV attributes
Patience time in queue: While the EVs are waiting in the queue, they
have a maximum time limit(minutes) they will wait. If this time is
exceeded, the EVs will leave the queue.
Attempts: EVs have 2(3) attempts each. If the EVs has left the station,
the EV will look for a neighbor-station to move at, and the number of
attempts gets decreased by 1.
Charging-time in minutes: Based on the type/model of the EV,
the EV has a certain number of minutes the user wants to charge
considering the type of charger the EV picks.

7.2

Charging-station / EVPSS attributes
Maximum queue length: Set to be 20. Having a standard limit followed by all stations will help in monitoring queueing performance
and compare stations with each other.
Total number of chargers: Includes the number of type1, type2, and
type3 chargers based on the data collected
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Total number/percentage of chargers in use: Shows the current
number of EVs charging and percentage of the chargers currently in
use.
Neighbor stations: Each station knows name and location about their
neighbor station, but not their current status
Reneged EVs: Shows number of EVs that has left the queue
Total visited EVs: Shows the number of EVs that have visited a
charging-station during the day.
Total EVs entered into station: Shows the number of EVs entered the
station, either by finding a charger to charge or by finding a place in
the queue.
Rejected EVs: If all chargers are busy but also the queue is full, then
the access into the station is blocked, and the EV cannot enter.
Charging-rate(!): Every CS/EVPSS has a standard charging-rate of
1. If Nissan-leaf24kWh charges at a type1 charger, the Nissan-leaf
has three options of charging-time in minutes (211, 216 or 269) which
is randomly picked by the EV-user. If the Nissan-leaf picks the first
choice, assuming that the charging-rate constantly remains, then:
211 / 1 = 211
Meaning the EV has 211 minutes left on the charger. If the chargingrate constantly remains one all the time, then, in the end, the Nissan
Leaf has stayed 211 minutes at the charger and has finally reached an
SoC of 80%.
The simulation program is configured to decrease charging-rate for
each charging-station by a standard factor which is 0.0003, for each
EV that arrives for charging. For instance, if 20 EVs are charging at
one CS, the current factor is:
20 * 0.0003 = 0.006
Using the same Nissan-leaf24kWh example above: The EV arrives
at an EVPSS, and there are 19 others EVs there already charging,
together with the Nissan-leaf, there are currently 20 EVs charging at
the station, the current charging-rate of the station is then:
1 - 0.006 = 0.994
The current charging-rate of the station is now 0.994 instead of 1.
When an EV is charging, the charging-time in minutes is subtracted
by the current charging-rate for the station. To find out how much
time an EV will spend on a charger, one could divide the number of
charging-time in minutes by the current charging rate, in this case:
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211 / 0.994 = 212.27
The Nissan leaf will spend 212.27 minutes at the charger instead
of 211. The charging-rate updates itself continuously during the
simulation by, taking the standard charging-rate and subtract it by
the current factor.
In Alna district, there are are a total number of 100 chargers. If all 100
chargers are in use at the same time, the current factor would be:
100 * 0.0003 = 0.03
Lets now assume that the same Nissan-leaf 24kWh is placed on a type
1 charger at Alna district, with 99 other chargers currently busy the
entire period the EV is charging; if this is the case, the charging rate
would be:
1 - 0.03 = 0.97
And the Nissan Leaf24kWh would charge for:
211/0.97 = 217.5
The Nissan-leaf would now use 217.5 minutes instead of 211. In a
real-world scenario, it is unlikely that all the chargers are busy all the
time, because other EVs will finish their charging, and the chargingrate will increase again which means that it will take a shorter time
for the Nissan Leaf to charge then 217.5 minutes. What is known for
sure, is that the EV charging will be controlled by the grid, which in
turn reduces energy consumption[21], meaning the EV users need to
be prepared for charging longer time than usually scheduled.
Total finished EVs charging: Shows total number of EVs that have
finished charging at one station.
Dejected EVs(!): If an EV has no more attempts to use, it will get
dejected. With the term ”dejected EVs”, we talk about EV users for
whom the QoS is low and tired of moving around to find an available
charger. One could also think of dejected EVs as EVs which the
SoC% is too low to drive further, and the user must stop looking
for another station with the risk for the SoC% to become zero. The
EV movement from station to station is performed using the random
function, giving the same probability for stations to welcome new
EVs from their neighbor stations. Various solutions exist, such as
picking the next neighbor stations based on which one has lowest
queue-line, or which stations that has most idle chargers. Those
solutions would have probably given different results. According to
authors in [28], using random variables and numbers in simulation
models, ”enables reproduction” of irregular behavior of elements
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Figure 7.1: Figure showing rejected/reneged EVs moving around between
stations
in the system without ”having a model with an excellent detailed
description of that behavior.” The authors further explain random
variables and numbers as ”describing irregular behavior even in a
compressed form.” Therefore, the EV movement between stations
will be random in this case. The function used for this purpose
is named ”random.choice,” and is a function implemented from the
numpy library1 . It is worth mentioning that the same authors [28]
recommend a carefully use of random variables and numbers as
it may not be easy to say ”whether a certain series of numbers is
random.” This is something that may be worth reflecting over in the
results section in chapter 8 when discussing the north section of Oslo
later.

7.3

Dynamics

The flowchart diagram made in lucidchart[40] illustrates the dynamics of
the charging-simulation program. From a user perspective, the EV-users
which enters a station would prefer picking the best type of charger that
is currently available at the EVPSS. This will ensure that EV-users are
effectively utilizing a charging station throughout the day.

1 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/numpy.random.choice.html
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Figure 7.2: Figure showing the dynamics of the charging simulation
program

7.4

Summary

This chapter presented the main contribution to this thesis which is the
charging-simulation program. The fundamentals are network modeling &
theory and ”Discrete-event simulation.” The charging simulation program
is built based on data collected from the real world. This includes the
number of chargers in Oslo, the number of EVs collected(outside Oslo),
estimated charging-time in minutes(for each EVs). The program is built
from scratch but is a program that can still be continued to work, with the
possibility to add new functions or do more analysis. The source code of
the program is provided in the Appendix.
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Chapter 8

Numerical results and
discussions
Below are results presented after simulation, the simulation was run for
150 days(approximately 4 hours in real time), in this case, it was easier
to observe which charging-stations(Districts in Oslo) had highest average
queue-length, average total EVs in stations, rejected and dejected EVs over
a more extended period.

8.1

Results from Charging-simulation program

When the simulation is finished, several CSV files(results) are created, both
for hours and days, one for each type of distribution, and one CSV file
collecting all stations together. If the user wants to look specifically at ”EVs
in queue per hour” or ”EVs in the station(system) per hour” the user could
directly go in and look this for a specific station. The graphs presented in
this chapter mostly contains daily statistics for the stations. When looking
at the charts, the numbers next to the station name are the number of
chargers for that particular station (type1, type2, type3) making it easier
for the user to have an overview of the number of chargers at the different
stations.

8.1.1

Average queue length at stations

The results below show the average queue length for stations per day in a
range of over 150 days. The linear-lines on the bottom of graphs explains
that that station has 0 chargers, meaning no EVs enter inside and therefore
no EVs are waiting in the queue. The linear-lines on top of the graphs
describe stations where the chargers are idle before distributions/arrivals
start, and then a soon as EVs arrives at the station, both the chargers &
queue becomes full the rest of the day.
The contrast color at the background, the Seaborn library explains as
”error bars representing the uncertainty of the estimate”[52]. As covered
in chapter 4, some districts are assigned to more than one distribution,
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(a) Avg queue length: west Oslo

(b) Avg queue length: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.1: Average queue length for west and north-west region over a
more extended period

meaning that the CSV file containing one distribution may produce a result,
and the other CSV with other distribution may generate different results.
Looking at the north-west area of Oslo, the average queue length
at Blindern & UiO(main & work-district distribution), is ”lower” than
Ullevål-Stadion, this because Seaborn collects results from both distributions and estimates the values, and further uses bootstrapping and computes the confidence intervals [52].
The ”straight” lines on top of the lines were explained as chargers and
queue-length goes from staying idle to become full the rest of the day
suddenly.

(a) Day X: EVs waiting in queue per
hour: west Oslo

(b) Day X: EVs waiting in queue per
hour: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.2: Graphs showing typical queueing lines in stations within one
day
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Figure 8.2 shows graphs with results picked from one random day from
the simulation. Looking specifically at Majorstuen and Marienlyst, the
chart ”confirms” that the queue goes from being ”idle” and then straight
after arrivals, becomes full and stays like that for the rest of the day,
meaning there are always EVs waiting in the queue line after visitors.

(a) Day X: total EVs charging per
hour: west Oslo

(b) Day X: total EVs charging per
hour: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.3: Graphs showing the total number of EVs charging in stations
within one day
What are the reasons for central districts like Majorstuen and Marienlyst having a high average queue length? It can be explained as those
two stations being close centrally to Ullevål-stadion and Blindern & UiO
at north-west and also not far away to the work/business districts in
west(Skøyen, Lysaker, Fornebu), meaning there is a high probability to get
a large number of rejected EVs from those work-districts stations to arrive
here.

(a) Avg queue-length: north-east Oslo

(b) Avg queue-length: north Oslo

Figure 8.4: Average queue length for north and north-east region over a
more extended period
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Looking at the north-east area, it seems that Alna is handling a large
number of EVs arriving quite well taking into consideration that a large
rejected number of rejected EVs from Alnabru will come here due to zero
chargers at that particular station, and also there is a small probability for
rejected EVs from Økern to arrive here as well. I would have expected the
average queue length to be high up there with Økern district. At the north
section area, Kjelsås definitely have higher queue length that what is seen
on the results, but as the district has two distribution assigned, the Seaborn
library averages the results between the two, but it should be up above
14 always. Storo and Nydalen are districts with the highest average queue
length over time, which is explained as a large number of EVs rejected from
neighbor stations have a high probability of arriving here.
In the south-east section, Vallehovin & Ulven district has an utterly
linear queue length of 16, merely describing as the station being always
full, and there is a huge bottleneck here which also could be seen in the
results at the next sections.

(a) Avg queue-length: south-east Oslo

(b) Avg queue-length: centrum-middle Oslo

Figure 8.5: Average queue length for south-east and central area region
over a more extended period
The reason for this is explained as Vallehovin & Ulven being neighbor
station to both Alnabru and Økern, and there is a high probability that the
rejected EVs from those two work districts stations arrive here. To ensure
that there are not any bugs in the program, or that the straight lines at the
top are not fixed, simulations with increased finite queue-length(50) were
run to see if the straight lines on the top still were there(figure 8.6).
For stations with an average low queue length over time, one also
need to look at the type of distribution the station is assigned to, and the
number of neighbor stations. But most likely, a low average-queue length
over time indicates that the performance on those stations is pretty good,
which could be seen on the Fornebu business-district for instance. Taking
into consideration that Fornebu together with the neighbor stations all are
assigned to working-distribution, this is pretty impressive.
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(a) Avg queue length: south-east Oslo

(b) Avg queue length: north-east Oslo

Figure 8.6: Graphs showing average queue length over a more extended
period if queue limit is 50
What we could conclude from this section, is that having a high queue
length per day explains a large number of EVs waiting in the queue, but
may not necessarily mean that all stations with high queue-length over
time have bottlenecks. If that were the case, than Grefsen and Kjelsås(north
section) should have the highest average queue length over time, and
Østensjø district should definitively have more top average queue length
than Bryn & Manglerud, as Østensjø has less number of chargers, for
instance. One also need to look at the average total number of EVs in
the station, in addition to average EVs queue lines, to determine how
much EVs a station could handle and then ”evaluate” whether there are
bottlenecks or not.

8.1.2

Average total EVs at stations

The graphs below show the average total number of EVs in stations per day
over a more extended period. We merely explain those results as to how
much EVs that get to enter a station when arriving. In our case, the graphs
can be used to describe how much EVs a station could handle and could
be used to explain which stations have excellent performance, and which
station does not.
In the last section, the contrasts colors in the background were covered
and explain how Seaborn averages results for a station that has two
distributions. At north-west accurately, the average total number of EVs
for Blindern & UiO and Marienlyst are pretty close to each other, but the
differences in the average number of EVs in the queue between them were
more evident. The number of total EVs in the station at Marienlyst is lower
than Ullevål-Stadion district, but the average queue length at Marienlyst is
”higher” than Ullevål-stadion district.
As mentioned earlier, after each simulation is run, the simulation keeps
generating 4 CSV files. One for each distribution with statistics about
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(a) Avg total EV in station: west Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.7: Average total EVs in station for west and north-west region over
a more extended period
stations assigned to that kind of distribution, focusing on that particular
station and its distribution, and also one CSV file collecting data about all
districts in one. Figure 8.8 shows the results for Blindern & UiO and the
differences in outcomes when looking at both CSV files.

(a) Avg queue length: Blindern & UiO(Main
distribution vs Work distribution)

(b) Avg total EV in station: Blindern & UiO(Main
distribution vs Work distribution)

Figure 8.8: Graphs comparing statistics for Blindern & UiO from seperate
distributions
Using the Seaborn library [52], there is also a possibility to create a
”scatterplot” including linear regression model, which could be interesting
to see the changes and also track real average queue length & total EVs
over time and further predict accurate queue length if wanted, but because
of the limited time and scope, this could not be investigated.
In figure 8.9, we see that in north-east, Alna respectively has the most
significant number of EVs in the station compared to the other stations
around, which is expected due to the arrivals of the rejected EVs from work
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districts such as Alnabru and possibly also from Økern.

(a) Avg total EV in station: north-east Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: north Oslo

Figure 8.9: Average total EVs in station for north and north-east region over
a more extended period
At the northern part of Oslo, Nydalen and Storo have the most
significant number of EVs in station compared to Bjølsen for instance,
which in turn has the lower average queue length. The total number of
chargers do not differ too much from the three stations, but Bjølsen has ten
superchargers which may explain why both the average queue length and
the total number of EVs are lower compared to the two other. Nydalen
and Storo are neighbor stations to each other, meaning they have the same
”approximate” probability of EV arrivals, so why does Nydalen have a
higher number of EVs in station than Storo? If Nydalen, for instance, had
a couple of type2/type3 chargers, then the total numbers of EVs could be
equal to Storo which can be one of the explanations. The next sections
could probably help to explain the situation in the north, further. At the
south-east area in figure 8.10, Helsfyr has the highest number of EVs in
the station, compared to Vallehovin & Ulven which had the top average
queue length, but now having average total EVs in station equaling Bryn &
Manglerud which is interesting considering the number of chargers.
Both of the stations are recognized as ”main” districts, and the
differences are that Bryn & Manglerud is located in areas where the overall
traffic are lower compared to Vallehovin & Ulven, which is closer to work
districts(Alnabru, Økern). If the two stations had switched positions with
each other on the map, then the total number of EVs at Bryn & Manglerud
would have probably been higher as the station would allow more EVs to
enter.
Comparing the queue length with the total number of EVs in the station
helps to understand which stations have ”good” and ”bad” performances.
If the arrival rate is higher than the service rate, the ”queue length will grow
without bound” [10], which easily can be seen at e,g Vallehovin & Ulven.
Looking at the west region of Oslo, we see significant differences between
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(a) Avg total EV in station: south-east Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: centrum Oslo

Figure 8.10: Average total EVs in station for south-east and central area
region over a more extended period
Fornebu and their neighbor stations where the average queue length is
extremely low compared to the neighbor stations and somehow expected
as there are 239 chargers located in that area. The average number of EVs
in the queue could probably have been even lower if the neighbor stations
around were assigned to a different distribution(main-district, hotspot). On
the other hand, we see that Fornebu has the highest average number of EVs
in the station over time, only Majorstuen district matching them.
Are avg queue-length & avg-total EVs in stations analyses sufficient
enough when comparing stations and identifying bottlenecks? It would
help to some certain degree, perhaps other metrics such the ”server
utilization,” could have been implemented, and one could have also
calculated waiting for probabilities and inter-arrival time, which are
commonly used in Queueing theory. We could have also set an infinite
queue-length, and in that way compare the waiting lines at stations to
each other, but this would not be realistic in the real world as it would
impact factors as user-QoS and traffic pattern significantly. As one of
the main objectives is to find optimal points for placing the new chargers
around Oslo, more than using concepts queueing theory & discrete-event
simulation is needed, and the next sections will explain this.

8.1.3

Rejected EVs

The results below show the total number of rejected EVs for stations over a
more extended period and are quite interesting to study as we will see it is
important for identifying bottlenecks around Oslo. To summarize quickly:
If all chargers and the waiting queue is full, then new EVs which arrives at
a station gets rejected and cannot enter.
We will see that some stations which matched each other in terms of
queue length and total EVs in stations are far different here. Surprisingly
it can be noticed that some stations have a lot more rejected EVs to other
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stations that have a lower number of chargers.

(a) Rejected EVs: west Oslo

(b) Rejected EVs: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.11: Number of total rejected EVs in station for west and north-west
region over a more extended period
Looking closely to the working/business districts stations, it is expected that the number of rejected EVs are higher compared to other stations
around, taking into consideration that most EVs in the simulation are distributed to the working stations + there are few numbers of working(total
number of 8) stations, in comparison to the total number of central districts
for instance.
The difference between rejected EVs in working stations illustrates the
total number of chargers between them, for instance, that Lysaker has the
lowest numbers of chargers, and is the top station with most rejected EVs,
while Skøyen have higher number of chargers than Lysaker, but smaller
than Fornebu, and is placed on the middle. Otherwise, we see that the rest
of the stations in the west in total have a lower number of rejected EVs
than the working districts. Majorstuen which ”matched” Fornebu in terms
of the total number of EVs in the station, has the lowest number of rejected
EVs in the western part.
Over at the north-west, we see that Ullevål-stadion district, has more
chargers than Blindern & UiO, but Ullevål-Stadion also has a higher
number of rejected EVs compared to Blindern & UiO, which is strange
taking into consideration that Blindern & UiO is both assigned to working
& main distribution. It would have been expected that the number of
rejected EVs is lower at Ullevål-stadion taking into consideration that
Ullevål-stadion also has type2 + type3 chargers in the station in comparison
to Blindern & UiO. One of the explanations could be that Ullevål-Stadion
has one more neighbor than Blindern & UiO, and also them two are
neighbor stations to each other, where a high movement of EVs happens
between the two. At the previous section, the total average number
of EVs in the station was similar to Blindern & UiO and Marienlyst,
but the differences are huger here. What also is interesting to notice is
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how Vinderen district has a higher number of rejected EVs compared to
Smestad, this was investigated further to find out what the reasons could
be.

Figure 8.12: Vinderen & Smestad districts and their neighbor stations
Figure 8.12 shows the movement path in the north-western area.
Vinderen and Smestad are neighbor stations to each other, but Vinderen
is closer to Blindern & UiO and Ullevål-Stadion in comparison to Smestad.
The explanation here could be that a large number of rejected EVs from
Ullevål-Stadion/Blindern & UiO are moved to Vinderen. On the other
hand, Majorstuen can handle the EVs arriving there(which also explains
the low number of rejected EVs), which means that over time, Smestad has
lesser number of EVs visited the station in comparison to Vinderen.

(a) Rejected EVs: north-east Oslo

(b) Rejected EVs: north Oslo

Figure 8.13: Number of total rejected EVs in station for north and north-east
region over a more extended period
At north-eastern part, Alnabru and Økern are expectedly the stations
with most rejected EVs. The exciting part here is to see the total number
of rejected EVs at Alna, as there is a high probability of EVs that first gets
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rejected at Alnabru, arriving here. Taking that into consideration, then the
number of rejected EVs at Alna is ”low,” and it was ”expected” that this
should have been higher.
At the north area, there are huge differences in which Storo central
district has a large number of EV’s rejected compared to the other stations
around. At first thought, it could have had something to do with the
large number of EVs rejected from Ullevål-Stadion, which may lead to EVs
moving to Storo, but in that case, Nydalen also is the neighbor station
to Ullevål-Stadion, meaning it should also have been close up there to
Storo. One explanation here could be that Grefsen and Kjelsås stations are
”isolated nodes,” as seen on the map, meaning a lot of EVs rejected from
those stations will need to move/pass Storo to find new locations. At the
previous section, Nydalen district was the station with the top number of
average EVs at the station over time, above Storo, but now has a lesser
number of rejected EVs than Kjelsås.
Why Storo has that large number of rejected EVs compared to the other
stations, are unknown. The next section will investigate this further, and
a possible ”solution” for finding the answer will be provided in the last
chapter.

(a) Rejected EVs: south-east Oslo

(b) Rejected EVs: centrum-middle Oslo

Figure 8.14: Total number of rejected EVs in station for south-east and
central area region over a more extended period
At the south-east, Vallehovin & Ulven has a high number of rejected
EVs respectively compared to the other districts, as the area are located
closer to Alnabru & Økern with a high probability of EVs arriving from the
work districts into here. Otherwise, the overall rejected EVs are lowest in
the south-east area. At the centrum-middle area, Oslo City has the most
significant numbers of rejected EVs compared to the other districts. As
covered in the introduction chapter, EVs will not be able to drive within
ring-1; therefore, the numbers of rejected EVs at Oslo City is not significant
in this case.
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8.1.4

Dejected EVs

Below are results showing stations with dejected EVs per day over a more
extended period. One thing we could observe is that all ”top” stations
with most rejected EVs, also had most dejected EVs, except west where the
difference is that Skøyen is the station with most dejected EVs, with Lysaker
straight behind. Districts that are assigned to the working distributions, all
have the highest number of dejected EVs compared to other stations in their
region except Fornebu at the west, respectively.

(a) Dejected EVs: west Oslo

(b) Dejected EVs: north-west Oslo

Figure 8.15: Number of total dejected EVs in station for west and northwest region over a more extended period
Not surprisingly, we see that at the north-west side, Ullevål-Stadion
and Blindern & UiO has the most significant number of dejected EVs. At
the previous section, Smestad was the second ”lowest” station with the
number of rejected EVs below Vinderen, but now is the station with a high
number of dejected EVs, far above Vinderen.
The EV movement between stations are completely random independent of previously visited stations, meaning an EV that arrives at Vinderen
from Smestad, may also move back to Smestad again if rejected from
Vinderen, and not just automatically look for new stations that the EV has
not visited yet.
The high number of dejected EVs at Smestad could be explained as
Smestad staying in the ”middle” between work stations in west and
work stations in the north-west, and while rejected EVs from the working
stations at peak-hours in the morning keeps moving, the EVs use their last
attempts here. Ullern district which also had a ”low” number of rejected
EVs, now also is on ”the” top there with Skøyen and Lysaker.
At the north section, Storo district has by far the most significant
number of dejected EVs. Again, there are questions to ask: Shouldn’t
Nydalen district have been up there together with Storo? Figure 8.17 shows
that both Storo and Nydalen has the same approximate ”probability” of
getting rejected EVs from Ullevål-stadion into their stations.
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(a) Dejected EVs: north-east Oslo

(b) Dejected EVs: north Oslo

Figure 8.16: Number of total dejected EVs in station for north and northeast region over a more extended period

Figure 8.17: Nydalen-Storo and their neighbor stations
The differences here are that Storo gets a high number of rejected
EVs from Kjelsås and Grefsen. Also in addition to this, Storo has more
neighbors than Nydalen, with a higher probability of EVs arriving here
than Nydalen, meaning there is also higher probability for EVs using their
second and last attempt for finding a new station to enter to, at Storo in
comparison to Nydalen.
Also, we could observe that Sinsen district which was the third
”lowest” station considering the number of rejected EVs in the last section,
now is the second ”top” station concerning dejected EVs. At this stage, the
random number/function was questioned and became more interesting
to investigate. After searching for articles and reading talking about the
random generator, an article was found which talks about a simulationtest made on random number generators, and the author claims that no
random number generator actually generates a truly random number, and
further states that the numbers one get virtually are ”not random at all”
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[48]. What is done in this case is that a new simulation is run, but now the
EVs has increased attempts to 4 instead of 2? This to see if Storo remains
at the ”top” station in the north concerning dejected EVs, and to see if the
differences remain the same:

Figure 8.18: Dejected EVs: North Oslo
As seen at the figure, the differences between Storo and other districts
in the north are still huge; the only difference is that the other stations are
eager ”closer” to each other than the previous result show. So either is the
conclusion about EVs using their second and last attempt here as assumed,
wrong, or the random choice function is not pure randomly as suggested?
I would have expected other stations such as Bjølsen or Sagene to have an
increased number of dejected EVs with four attempts than in the ordinary
simulation where the EVs has 2.
Otherwise, Bjølsen district is the station with the lowest number of
dejected EVs in North, which may be explained as the area being placed
central between stations that have a more significant number of chargers,
which lesser probability of EVs being rejected from other stations and move
further here.
Looking at the south-eastern part of Oslo, quite surprisingly, Østensjø
central district has the lowest number of dejected EVs compared to the
other stations in the region. This is unexpected as Østensjø have a small
number of chargers whereas a large portion of those are type1 chargers,
compared to the neighbor stations around.
A possible explanation of this is that all the districts in the south-east are
assigned to the main distribution, where the overall traffic is low compared
to the other regions. Also, Bryn & Manglerud district which is the only
neighbor station to Østensjø has a high number of type2 and superchargers,
meaning it can handle a lot of EVs arriving at the station, with a lesser
probability of rejecting those which again leads to a lower chance for EVs
coming to Østensjø. Otherwise, we see that the south-east part overall has
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(a) Dejected EVs: south-east region

(b) Dejected EVs: centrum-middle Oslo

Figure 8.19: Number of total dejected EVs in station for south-east and
central area region over a more extended period
a smaller number of dejected EVs compared to the other regions, followed
by the Centrum area of Oslo.

8.2

Summary

This chapter covered results from the charging-simulation program. There
are different ways to present results, and use of the Seaborn library
was practical in this case as the program generates a lot of CSV files
with statistics, and one of the main tasks was to provide the results
making it easy for the user to understand. The relation between Rejected
and Dejected EVs is interesting to study because it helps to explain the
bottleneck-stations that are in Oslo today and could help to identify
bottlenecks that may occur in the future. Use of Network modeling
and theory, it can help identify areas which may be impacted by other
stations having massive traffic into their stations. For instance, Smestad
was entirely ”anonymous” and had one of the lowest numbers of rejected
EVs, but suddenly became the station with a high number of dejected
EVs, straight after Ullevål-Stadion and Blindern & UiO. If Ullevål-Stadion
or Blindern & UiO, for instance, were not ”work” districts, then perhaps
Smestad could have maintained a low number of dejected EVs. Also, one
could see that a station that had high queue lengths(Frogner, Majorstuen,
Marienlsy, Grønland, etc.), could easily end up having a ”low” number of
both rejected and dejected EVs, simply explaining that using only queueing
concepts & theory and DES simulations are not sufficient enough with
respect to planning new chargers. The next chapter will focus on reducing
the number of rejected EVs and exhausted EVs, to see if new bugs or
observations could be detected. Also, different ways of optimization
techniques will be studied further and discussed to optimize the overall
implementation of chargers in Oslo.
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Chapter 9

Optimizing the
implementation of new
chargers
This chapter will study different ways of optimizing the overall implementation of chargers in Oslo. Optimization is in mathematics, economics
and computer science referred to as ”choosing best elements from some
set of available alternatives” [1]. As optimization is a wide and broad
theme, there may be several solutions on how to optimize this concerning charging-stations for EVs. There may exist several papers out there on
how one can optimize the planning of new charging-stations with minimizing cost, as the authors in [29] explains for instance. The main focus in
this chapter is to provide different optimization solutions that can be implemented in the charging-simulation program, so the user can, if wanted,
continue to work with this in the future. One of the main solutions are
finding an optimal number of chargers considering cost, and also two additional ”possible” algorithm to implement chargers prioritizing the bottlenecks areas, are presented.

9.1

Reducing the number of rejected EVs & dejected
EVs

The first step is to reduce the number of rejected and dejected EVs. Several
other simulations were run in addition to the normal one; this is a case
to see if it was possible to observe bugs and to see if the same pattern
remains concerning which stations have the most number of rejected and
exhausted EVs as presented in the previous chapter. Afterward, the
data from the simulations could be collected together to determine which
variables and optimization techniques are essential concerning optimizing
the implementation of the new chargers needed in Oslo. An optimization
problem consists of ”minimizing or maximizing” some functions that are
relative to some sets [14]. In the next simulations, stations get different
amount of chargers implemented daily:
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Simulation 1: Each single CS implements 1 new charger of type2,
every day
Simulation 2: Each single CS implements 2 new chargers of type2,
every day
Simulation 3: Each single CS implements 3 new chargers of type2,
every day
Simulation 4: Each single CS implements 4 new chargers of type2,
every day
What could be expected from those simulations is that both total
numbers of reneged, rejected and rejected EVs will decrease day by day, at
different rates, and also we observe that the reduction in rejected & dejected
EVs is not linear. Together with this, the total cost of implementing those
chargers will increase and will be essential when determining the new
number of chargers that needs to be implemented. When a station ends
at a total number of 0 rejected or dejected EVs, we can conclude that the
station has ”achieved the goal.” The Simulations were run for 150 days.

(a) Simulation 1: reduction in avg reneged,
rejected and dejected EVs

(b) Simulation 2: reduction in avg reneged,
rejected and dejected EVs

(c) Simulation 3: reduction in avg reneged,
rejected and dejected EVs

(d) Simulation 4:
reduction in avg
reneged, rejected and dejected EVs

Figure 9.1: Graphs showing a reduction in average reneged, rejected and
dejected EVs over a more extended period
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The results on figure 9.1 show that the number of inpatient customers is
slightly reduced with a certain of number chargers added to stations. This
is good as it improves the QoS of users waiting in the queue, but as real
data about patience time in the queue are yet to be collected, one can not
take it for granted that the number of reneged EVs will be reduced that
easy.
When looking at average rejected EVs, it is slightly more challenging to
reduce that compared to reneged EVs. If the queue length for EVPSS‘s were
increased to be higher than 20, than overall rejected EVs could have been
reduced, but perhaps the total reneged EVs would have increased. The
authors in [4] explains optimization that has two ”design” variables and
could be solved by observing the way they are represented graphically, and
explains graphical optimization as ”all the constraint functions” plotted,
and sets of available designs for the problem is identified. When this
is done, objective functions could be drawn, and optimum design is
determined by ”visual” inspection [4]. Having a total number of rejected
EVs of zero, guarantees a total number of dejected EVs to be zero, but it is
not seen as an optimal solution at all as it would require a high number
of chargers to be implemented, which again requires a high budget of
implementing those chargers and is space-consuming. We recognize that
still if the average number of rejected EVs is high, there is possible to reach
a total number of dejected and reneged EVs of zero, meaning all EVs will
get the opportunity to charge. Therefore, we can conclude that the main
objective is to reduce the overall dejected EVs.

9.2

Deciding the new number of chargers

The next and the ”main” step in the optimizing process is to decide the
right number of good chargers needed in Oslo, concerning minimizing
cost. The price of implementing one single charger is estimated to be 60
000NOK(Portvik Sture, 2018), and in the simulation, there are 54 districts.
The number of simulations mentioned in the previous section describes the
number of chargers added to each station per day which gives the formula
for calculating the total cost based on simulation ”type”:

NewAmountO f Chargers = nStationsSimulationNumber∗ NumberO f Day

Total AmountO f Cost = NewAmountO f Chargers ∗ 60000
In addition to CSV files with statistics about each station, a new
CSV file is generated which shows total results for entire Oslo, including
the total cost of implementing chargers. Table 9.1 shows the CSV file
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using simulation 1 as an example, explaining the total number of cost of
implementing a certain number of chargers in Oslo, and what the total
number of rejected & dejected EVs is day by day with the new number of
chargers added, and also including the total cost in NOK for implementing
chargers in Oslo.
Day
0
1
2
3

extra type2 chargers added cost in NOK
0
0
54
3240000
108
6480000
162
9720000

total dejected EVs
31896
31427
30925
30460

reduced dejected EVs
0
469
971
1436

Table 9.1: Reduction in dejected EVs vs. cost of implementation
Further, it explains how much the rejected & dejected EVs decreases
using the first day in the simulation as a reference point. Those data can
also be used to finding an optimal number of chargers that are needed
around. By now, it is clear that it is possible to reach the number of 0
dejected EVs without having to reach the rejected number of EVs by 0.
Decreasing the total number of dejected EVs to 0 ensures that all the EV
users get the possibility to charge. To find an optimal number of chargers
needed, the reduction of dejected cars is multiplied with a large number,
which makes it possible to compare it with the number of costs used for
implementing the chargers in Oslo. Comparing the reduction in dejected
EVs together with the cost of implementation, it will help to ”determine”
an optimal number of chargers needed.

9.2.1

Finding the ”net value”

From the CSV file mentioned above, the daily reduction in dejected EVs is
multiplied by a large number and then subtracted by the ”total cost,” which
gives the ”net value” in terms of reduction in dejected EVs. The graphs
on figure 9.2 show the value we get in terms of the overall reduction in
dejected EVs vs. number of cost invested in implementing new chargers.
A net value we refer to as ”a resultant amount after accounting for the sum
or difference of two or more variables”1 . The top point of the graphs is seen
as an ”optimal” number of chargers needed to be implemented concerning
reducing dejected EVs. At some point, the value we get in reduced
dejected EVs will decrease(after the top point). When it starts to flatten
out/go down, the value in terms of dejected EVs decreases, explaining it as
”waste” to invest more money on new chargers afterward. The author in
[23] explains one of the main reasons in optimization as maximizing profit
for businesses. In our case, Oslo municipality is a ”business” to implement
new charging-points to save cost.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net

(economics)
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(a) Simulation 1: Net-value

(b) Simulation 2: Net-value

(c) Simulation 3: Net-value

(d) Simulation 4: Net-value

Figure 9.2: Graphs showing value in terms of total reduced dejected EVs vs
amount of cost invested

9.3

Detecting bottlenecks

Also, after several simulations run, we see that the most significant
bottlenecks are located at the western part of Oslo, an explanation of this
could be that Skøyen, Lysaker, and Fornebu districts are close to each other,
and all three of them are work districts, where a large number of EVs
arrive here on a daily basis. Three out of eight possible working regions
are located in this area, which leads to a high ”pressure” on the districts
here because the work distribution contains the most number of EVs in the
simulation, and also because there are a small number of work districts
compared to the number of main districts. Since EVs moves randomly
between stations using the ”random function,” it has a certain probability
for arriving back at the same district as moved from. Also, Ullern and
Smestad having zero chargers could be reasons as EVs which comes here
gets rejected and need to find chargers somewhere else, with again gives a
certain probability for EVs visiting Skøyen, Lysaker, Lilleaker CC & west.
Even though if Ullern had some chargers, still the biggest bottlenecks
would have been at the west due to the working districts being close to
each other. Results on figure 9.3 show statistics for districts at day 150
of the simulation. Only areas that have not reached their goal of having
0 dejected cars at the end of the day are shown. As expected, we see that
there are fewer stations at simulation number 4 as more chargers are added,
compared to simulation 1.
We also see the same pattern in which stations become the station
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(a) Simulation 1: Day 150

(b) Simulation 2: Day 150

(c) Simulation 3: Day 150

(d) Simulation 4: Day 150

Figure 9.3: CS that are still yet to reach the goal of 0 dejected EVs
with the highest number of rejected and dejected EVs, where Lysaker is
”top 1” rejected EVs station, and Skøyen is ”top 1” dejected EVs station.
The second, third, and fourth ”place” may differ daily between neighborstations to Skøyen and Lysaker, for instance, at day X, Ullern may come on
the second place, but the next day, it may be placed on third, concerning
stations with most dejected EVs.
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Figure 9.4: stations with largest number of dejected EVs

9.4

What optimization problem?

As the authors in [22], explains, there are different ways to ”classify”
optimization problems which are based on the type of constraints it has,
the overall physical structure of the problem, deterministic nature of the
variables, number of objective functions, etc. Reading the paper[22] gave
an idea to two possible optimization techniques which will be presented.
In our case, concerning the charging simulation program, this optimization
problem could be seen as ”unconstrained” as there practically does not
exist any constraints.

CS name

9

Østensjø
Grunerløkka
& Vulkan
Bjølsen
Smestad
Storo

17
37
57
117

5.4

avg total
EV
in
station
37.8

0.52

137.96

2563

0

3

0

0.76
0.44
1.4

59.24
73.36
121.12

692
729
1163

692
729
1156

0
0
7

4
0
11

avg queue
length

Day

visited
EVs

entered
EVs

rejected
EVs

reneged
EVs

dejected
EVs

425

395

30

73

0

Table 9.2: Results from simulation 4: different stations reach their goal at
different days
But according to [15], it could be seen as a ”multi-objective” optimiz95

0
0
0

ation problem as ”developing a new component might involve maximizing the expected return while minimizing the risk.” Further, the authors in
[15] explains multi-objective optimization problem as problems that arise
in many fields(logistics, economics, engineering, etc.), when the focus is to
make optimal decisions with aiming ”in the presence of trade-offs between
two or more ”conflicting” objectives.”
The different explanations and paper made questions about whether
the first solution(finding the optimal number of chargers) above is optimal
or not. Looking at table 9.2, it shows how different stations reach their
goal of 0 dejected EVs at different days. The simulation keeps adding
new chargers to those stations even after the goal of zero dejected EVs is
reached, which in this case is seen as a waste of funds taking into account
that no more chargers are in need to be implemented. Therefore, an idea to
two new possible optimization techniques that can be used and performed
in the charging simulation program with the focus on both minimizing the
total number of dejected EVs, but also save costs where it is possible, is
introduced.

9.5

Optimization solution 1

One possible optimization technique could be implementing an algorithm
for sorting the charging stations by dejected EVs in descending order. In
that way, when the simulation is run, the top 4 stations concerning dejected
EVs, are always highlighted. Further, one could add chargers directly to
those stations.

Figure 9.5: Proposed optimization solution algorithm
The model above shows how the algorithm in the simulation at the
end of the day loop, collects the charging stations and then sort them in
descending order(from largest to smallest) with focus on the total number
of dejected EVs. Further, a specified desired number of chargers are added
to each of them based on the place/ranking they have on the list. This will
ensure that the stations which receive most dejected EVs would always be
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Figure 9.6: Algorithm adds chargers to the bottleneck stations
prioritized. How many numbers of chargers that should be allocated to the
different stations, is something that the user can decide by itself. The map
on figure 9.6 above illustrates how this optimization algorithm works at the
start of the charging-simulation program.

Figure 9.7: Algorithm keeps adding chargers to the bottleneck stations
What happens is that in the first days during the simulation, new
chargers will continuously be added to charging stations in the west as
the most significant bottlenecks are here. As the simulation keeps running
over a period, the total number of dejected EVs on those areas will keep
decreasing to a point such that other stations now have a more significant
total number of dejected EVs than the stations in the figure above and will
get on the list as we see on figure 9.7.
What could be expected from this algorithm is that stations that already
have good performances, won’t get new chargers? The new algorithm has
its advantages as it optimizes the implementation, but it also has some
disadvantages which will be discussed at the end of this section.

9.5.1

Changes in average queue length

Below are results for average queue length for the stations presented. The
simulation run is pretty equal as the very first simulation, except that now
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the new algorithm is implemented. What can be noticed is that at some
stations, the average queue length goes from being linear at the bottom to
increase rapidly suddenly. This is explained as stations e,g. Smestad in the
north-west, went from having 0 zero chargers, to now have a small number
of chargers allowing EVs to enter the station.

(a) Avg queue length: west Oslo

(b) Avg queue length: north-west Oslo

Figure 9.8: Changes in average queue length for west and north-west area

(a) Avg queue-length: north-east Oslo

(b) Avg queue-length: north Oslo

Figure 9.9: Changes in average queue length for north and north-east area
One could also observe that some stations that have not new chargers
implemented may also have their average queue length slowly reduced
over time such as Sagene and Nydalen in North. This can be explained as
a lesser number of sent from other stations to here as a result of improved
performance at the stations which get their chargers implemented. Also,
we see that the linear average queue length at Vallehovin & Ulven
disappears with the time and gets reduced, even though the station did
not receive new chargers, which is a positive.
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(a) Avg queue-length: south-east Oslo

(b) Avg queue-length: centrum-middle Oslo

Figure 9.10: Changes in average queue length for south-east and centralmiddle area

9.5.2

Changes in average total EVs at stations

The graphs below show the changes in the total number of EVs at the
station, the same as the previous chapter, but now with the algorithm
implemented. One can easily observe the rapid increment in the total
number of EVs at stations that get new chargers. This is explained as
”more” space in the station as the stations now can allow more EVs to enter
in as the station now can offer more chargers to the EV-users. Only stations
that have new chargers implemented will have increased average total EVs
at their respective stations.

(a) Avg total EV in station: west Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: north-west Oslo

Figure 9.11: Average total EVs in station for west and north-west region
over a more extended period
When looking at the north section of Oslo, at Storo central district, the
total number of EVs increases a little bit, and then the line becomes ”linear,”
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and then it increases again. It may be explained as Storo district being
pretty close to being one of the four top exhausted stations, but does not
always appear in the list all the time. If the algorithm added chargers to
top 5 or top 6 stations instead of 4, then probably Storo would in the list
more frequently, and we could have seen the same increment as at the other
stations.

(a) Avg total EV in station: north-east Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: north Oslo

Figure 9.12: Changes in Avg total EVs in station for north and north-east
area
One could also observe that some stations like Alna central district, has
their avg total EVs in station slowly reduced over time, this is explained
as a lesser number of EVs visiting Alna as result of a higher probability of
EVs entering their preferred stations. Now that more EVs get to charge at
Alnabru and Økern, fewer EVs need to visit Alna.

(a) Avg total EV in station: south-east Oslo

(b) Avg total EV in station: centrum-middle
Oslo

Figure 9.13: Changes in Avg total EVs in station for south-east and centralmiddle area
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Looking at the south-east section of Oslo, no new charging-points
are added here, which kind of ”confirms” that the overall traffic is low
compared to the other regions as mentioned in the previous chapter. Still,
we could observe that at Helsfyr and Bryn & Manglerud, the total number
of EVs in the station decrease over time probably explaining the new
chargers added at the north-east section with less rejected EVs from there
moving to the southeastern part. At Oslo City, the same pattern which
happened at Storo also occurs here, but again, as vehicles are forbidden to
drive inside Ring 1, new chargers will not be implemented here.

9.5.3

Reduction in Rejected EVs

The results below present the overall reduction of rejected EVs around
Oslo. Even though the main objective is reducing the number of dejected
EVs, it is still interesting to look at the changes in rejected EVs as well.

(b) Reduction in rejected EVs: north-west
Oslo

(a) Reduction in rejected EVs: west Oslo

Figure 9.14: Reduction in rejected EVs for west and north-west area
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(a) Reduction in rejected EVs: north-east Oslo

(b) Reduction in rejected EVs: north Oslo

Figure 9.15: Reduction in rejected EVs for north-east and north area

(a) Reduction in rejected EVs: south-east Oslo

(b) Reduction in rejected EVs: centrum-middle
Oslo

Figure 9.16: Reduction in rejected EVs for south-east and centrum-middle
area
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9.5.4

Advantages of optimization solution 1

The results of using the new algorithm show that there is possible to reduce
the overall bottlenecks around Oslo. Results below show that stations
which not get new chargers implemented e,g Vinderen at north-west area,
anyways minimizes the number of dejected EVs quite good, which is
positive.

(a) Reduction in dejected EVs: west Oslo

(b) Reduction in dejected EVs: north-west Oslo

Figure 9.17: Reduction in dejected EVs for west and north-west area

(a) Reduction in dejected EVs: north-east Oslo

(b) Reduction in dejected EVs: north Oslo

Figure 9.18: Reduction in dejected EVs for north-east and north area
The exciting part was to see what happens at Vallehovin & Ulven, and
clearly, it is one of the districts that benefit best from the new algorithm as
it reaches the same ”level” of dejected EVs with the neighbor stations at the
end.
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(a) Reduction in dejected EVs: south-east
Oslo

(b) Reduction in dejected EVs:
middle Oslo

centrum-

Figure 9.19: Reduction in dejected EVs for south-east and centrum-middle
area

9.5.5

Disadvantages of optimization solution 1

In chapter seven, one of the main attributes of the charging-simulation
program were the charging-rate which is impacted by the number of EVs
arriving. Let’s say for instance if the charging-factor were increased to
being higher than 0.0003, for example, 0.0005, what would have happened
is that the changes would have been the same, but in a slower rate. Various
issues that could be introduced is new bottlenecks of having too many
chargers at one place.

(a) Avg queue length: west Oslo

(b) ”Reduction” in dejected EVs: west Oslo

Figure 9.20: Running simulation with solution 1 and charging factor of
0.0005 instead of 0.0003
If simulation were run with this solution and with charging-factor of
0.0005, then at the end, Skøyen would have had over 3000 number of
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chargers of type2 in comparison to the current simulation where Skøyen
ends at 1500 chargers approximately. While having that large number of
chargers is unrealistic at first place(too much space for an area), nor does
it show the differences in cost, but also another issue would have been
noticed which can be seen on figure 9.20.
In this scenario, there are 3000+ chargers of type2 at Skøyen. At some
point, there are too many EVs charging at the same time, and the charging
rate becomes so negative, which results in a longer charging time for EVs
and again cause longer waiting time in the queue. Further, this cause‘s
EVs to either leave or get rejected from entering the station. This example
highlights new issues that we may witness in the future if new chargingpoints/stations keep being continuously implemented.

9.6

Optimization solution 2

Figure 9.21: Figure showing dynamics of optimization solution 2(part 1)
If more time, another possible optimization technique could be tested
and compared it to the first alternative. With this algorithm, the
simulations run the same as before, and the only difference now is that
Oslo has a total budget which is distributed between all stations/districts.
When stations reach their goal of 0 dejected EVs as it is obvious they do,
then the extra remaining money from the stations are sent back to the city
foundation, the figure 9.21 illustrates the basic solution on how the city
bank receives money back from the stations when the goal of 0 dejected
EVs is reached.
Stations that are yet to reach their goal at the end will receive the extra
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money left from the other stations through the city foundation. The model
below illustrates how the overall dynamics of the program with the entire
solution would work:

Figure 9.22: Figure showing dynamics of optimization solution 2(part 2)
The advantage of this optimization solution is that it focuses on an
overall decrease of dejected EVs around Oslo, but also ensures that no extra
money than what is allocated, is used.

9.7

Discussion

Two optimization techniques taking cost/budget into consideration were
presented above. Both will help optimize the minimization of dejected
EVs with focusing on price, but which one of them is the best? While
Optimization alternative 2 is yet to be tested, one can conclude that the
Optimization alternative 1 is the most optimal one as it instantly focuses on
minimizing the bottlenecks around Oslo. The second optimization solution
may not be as optimal as solution one as reaching the number of 0 dejected
EVs may not be necessary for all districts, if we take population, number of
EV per districts, etc. into consideration.
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Chapter 10

Tools used
Here, a brief introduction of the tools used underway in the thesis is
presented. It has been quite interesting as I have learned a lot and I had
a lot to choose between. There are also a couple of more tools that are not
listed that I also would like to continue with if possible, but because of the
time limit, I had to decide to choose which one I wanted to keep.
Google Maps API: Google maps were implemented at an early stage
together with API-key sent from developers working at NOBIL1
which is managed by ”Norsk Elbilforening.” With the API-key, I
could implement Google maps map over Oslo in my web-page and
then study the traffic pattern closely, and get to learn about the
different districts and corridors. This was important to make the map
created in GraphTea look as realistic as possible.
Lucid Chart: Lucidchart is a powerful online diagram tool to sketch
and create good looking and easily understandable flowchart diagrams on your own. LucidChart is built for collaboration, and the
tool was used for forming the flowchart diagrams showing different
user charging scenarios and the dynamics of the charging simulation
program and possible optimization solution two. Lucidchart made
it available to save all the diagrams online and access it from everywhere and also share the diagram with others to have discussions
[40]
Python: ”Python is an object-oriented, interpreted and high-level
programming language with high dynamic semantics” 2 . Python
is highly popular in use for scientific computing. What makes
Python so powerful is that it has built-in high-level data structures
and is combined with dynamic binding and typing; these are some
major factors that make Python very attractive for developers. ”The
syntax of python is quite easy to learn and simple compared to
other programming languages such as Java.” Python supports both
packages and modules which encourages code-reuse and program
1 https://info.nobil.no/
2 https://www.python.org/doc/essays/blurb/
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modularity. One of the main reasons programmers use python is
because of the high productivity it gives with no compilation steps
which saves time.
Matplotlib: Matplotlib library is used in Python for 2D plotting.
”The library gives the flexibility to produce different figures with
high quality and interactive environments across different platforms”3 .Matplotlib library tries to make things in an easy way and
the hard things possible. With Matplotlib, one could generate plots,
histograms, error charts, bar charts, etc. All this, with just a few lines
of code! It acts like the MATLAB interface; the difference here is that
Matplotlib gives the user the possibility to control the line styles, axes,
and font properties fully.
Seaborn: Together with Matplotlib, Seaborn was also used [52].
Seaborn is a data-visualization library built upon Matplotlib. With
Seaborn, graphs could be presented in a more ”beautiful” way which
makes it more interesting for the user when looking at. This has been
quite useful as it helped to present data in an easily understandable
way4 .
Pandas: Before plotting all the data, a way of keeping a good
structure and also keep the data saved in an accessible, readable
format was needed, and here is where the Pandas library has been
quite useful. ”Pandas is an open source, BSD-licensed library
providing high-performance, easy-to-use data structures, and data
analysis tools for the Python programming language”5 The term
”easy-to-use” is correct when talking about Pandas. It was quite easy
to install, and I become quickly good at writing different scripts of
reading the CSV files that were created after the simulation.
NumPy: As mentioned, Python is highly used in scientific computing, and the Numpy library is fundamental for it. Numpy provides
a multidimensional array of objects and various objects(matrices,
masked array). It also gives ”fast operations on arrays which include
logical, mathematical, selecting, sorting, shape manipulation, random simulation, and basic statistical operation.” The random choice
function that was implemented was possible using the Numpy library. 6 .
With all these abilities, one would think that numpy is complicated
and takes time to learn, but it is not! Numpy is quite easy to use
and saved a lot of time computing the matrices created during this
thesis. Using numpy together with matplotlib, this quickly helped to
generate graphs about remaining SoC% for EVs when testing the EVs
on different distances.
3 https://matplotlib.org/
4 https://seaborn.pydata.org/introduction.html
5 https://pandas.pydata.org/
6 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy-1.13.0/user/whatisnumpy.html
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Microsoft Excel: Microsoft Excel is a software made by Microsoft. It
allows users to calculate, format, organize their data with formulas
using a spreadsheet system 7 . Excel gives the ability to perform
necessary calculations, and also use graphing tools. Excel has the
same basic features as other spreadsheet applications. Excel makes
it easy for users to arrange the data and to view it from different
perspectives. Through the journey, I have consistently been aware
of having data collected in an easily readable and structured format.
Like GraphTea, Excel helped me to store data‘s about EVs in Norway,
and top 10 sold EVs, the maximum range in Norwegian summer and
winter. In case I needed to make some small changes or looking at
data that were collected from several months ago, I could easily use
excel to find those data and make changes if needed.
GraphTea: Most of the tool was covered in chapter 5. During the
thesis, GraphTea has made it easy creating a map presenting the
districts in Oslo with their number of chargers. Users who don’t
know Oslo, in general, could easily learn and understand the city
and the areas looking at the map created using this tool. The tool also
saved a lot of time and made collections about numbers of the charger
in Oslo quite easy. In the debugging/testing case of the charging
simulation program, to verify that the numbers of chargers in Oslo
are accurate in the program, GraphTea made it easy to confirm that it
is correct, instead of looking at a long table of numbers, which is timeconsuming. I do believe that this tool(which soon also will become
available on the web) is something that will become more used at
schools/universities in the future.

7 https://www.techopedia.com/definition/5430/microsoft-excel
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Chapter 11

Conclusion and future work
This thesis has shows challenges that we could experience in the future
following the increased use of EVs. Planning a new number of chargers is
a complex task with plenty of solutions which has been investigated and
evaluated.
Underneath are areas that can be studied and classified as ”Future
work,” which may help to solve the new issues/challenges which may
occur the next couple of years.
• Collecting data of average driving distances & consumption per
EV-user: Estimating SoC consumption and driving ranges for EVs
is a difficult task and research as still ongoing on improving SoC
determination [25], as covered in chapter three. In chapter six, the EV
models were tested on different distances based on ranges in winter
condition provided by the manufacturers. If those ranges are 100%
accurate, then we can conclude that EVs users inside Oslo do not
need charging when arriving at work and could quickly return home
from work without charging. High range EVs like Tesla, Renault
Z.O.E could easily drive 2-3 times a week to work from home and
return before charging, and other EVs like Nissan Leaf and BMW
i3 would need to charge straight after arriving home. One possible
”solution” here could be collecting the number of EV models per
area, and plan a specific number of chargers needed based on how
many EVs(particular model) there are at which region/area/district
and what the total/average SoC% consumption of those EVs are.
• Collecting data of average charging-time in minutes: Same as
above, estimating exact charging-time needed for different EVs is
also a complex task which and research are still ongoing here as
well. Charging-time in minutes were calculated using the tool
fromhomechargingstation.com1 . Issues here are that different tools
provide different charging-time in minutes, merely explaining that
calculating an exact time an EV needs for charging, is complicated
in the real world. Whether it will be possible solving this issue in the
future or not, we don’t know. What could be future work, is collecting
1 https://www.homechargingstations.com/ev-charging-time-calculator/
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averagely charging-time in minutes different EV-users spend on a
charger on different cities, districts and other circumstances based on
what time of the day, EV-model, type of charger used, etc.
Here is a scenario:
In district-1, there are approximately 2000 EVs, and at district-2, there
are 500 EVs only. Logically, one would think that district-1 needs
more charger implemented than district-2, because of the number of
EVs, but what if a large number of EVs from district-1 can charge
at work? Or if a large number of those are Teslas? What if the
EVs from district-1 cannot charge at work, but need to charge at
home? I do believe that continuously collecting average charging
time in minutes together with collection data about average driving
distances & consumption, could in longer-term help optimizing the
implementation of new chargers and save costs in the future.
• Connecting the driving simulation & charging simulation program
together: Two simulation programs were built and presented during this thesis. If started from the beginning again, a new simulation program would have been constructed from scratch combining
the two programs that already exits. In that way, the package NetworkX(Python package)[36] would have been studied and implemented in the program. The package makes it possible to explore and
analyze networks, and provides a data structure for representing different types of graphs, networks(directed graphs), etc. [36]. Perhaps
it could have helped to explain the differences in rejected & dejected
EVs at the North section of Oslo?
• New charging infrastructure needed: As it was mentioned earlier
in the introduction chapter, the AI simulation predicted there would
be around 41 920(possibly more) EVs in Oslo by 2020. What we
know is that this number will continue towards the years. An article
made by Ben Schiller who is a New York staff writer2 says it is
problematic to continuously keep building new charging stations as
the current facilities are limited in parking-slots and supermarkets.
It is quite challenging to make an approach that matches the gasstations network we have around the world today. He suggests P2P
charging as a solution, which is also supported by eMotorWerks, a
large charging pole manufacturer, and also MotionWerk, which is
a mobility startup who aims to develop a blockchain platform that
encourages open and secure infrastructure for mobility businesses,
with their primary goal to build a strong B2B-network that is based
on green/shared electricity and digital technology3 . P2P EV charging
is one of the newest applications of blockchain which has already
started to grow quite quickly. P2P charging is seen as an alternative
solution to tackle the possible lack of charging infrastructure in the
2 https://www.fastcompany.com/40455969/need-car-charging-infrastructure-how-

about-peer-to-peer-and-on-the-blockchain
3 https://motionwerk.com/
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next couple of years. With this type of blockchain application, users
of EV can share their energy. P2P EV charging platforms make
it possible for private owners to make their chargers available for
others at times when they are not being used by themselves, and
as ”a reward they earn cash from their idle charger by increasing its
utilization.” In plain language, this feature makes it possible for any
EV driver wherever they are, to find a charger nearby and charge
their EV before the battery becomes empty.
Companies have already built different solutions and started testing
this with a certain of users involved. ”Share & Charge” platform
made by ”Innogy Innovation Hub”(German company), enables the
user to charge his charging station/point through the mobile phone
application, and in this way, the EV drivers with low SOC nearby,
can localize the user and drive there to charge. P2P charging can increase the number of charging locations increasingly, and this with
”minimum” no investment. Not does P2P only help reducing range
anxiety among the users, but could also help to promote a higher adopting of EVs.
• Zap-network: In the UK, the number one charging-point platform
used is something called ”Zap-Map” which has more than over 50000 ”cross-platform visitor every month” 4 and is a big proportion of
the EV market in the UK and a big influence in making many users
go from fossil to electric. Being a member of the Zap network(Which
is free for everyone), means the EV users can share their charging
points implemented at their homes with other EV users who pass
by. The user also determines access time(time of the day the charger
point is available for use), and the charging cost. The details of the
home charging-points are located on the Zap-Map under the ”ZapHome” banner and create a P2P network with other registered users
on the Zap network. Only the members of the Zap-Home network
can use chargers in the network. To use a charger point in the Zap
network, users have to download the Zap-Map mobile application.
Through the application, EV-users can find a nearby charging point,
and also filter specific charging types and speed they want to use. The
charge points on the Zap-network are typically separate chargers in
home units, and key/cards are rarely needed. Access and payment
requirement can be discussed in forehand with the owner of the
charging point.
I find zap-network quite exciting and looks like a solution that
possibly could help to maximize the charging, not just in Oslo, but
in Norway. As private EV-users probably also will start investing in
own individual chargers at home, I see Zap-network together with
P2P and Blockchain as a right solution for the future, and it is quite
4 https://www.zap-map.com/charge-points/public-charging-point-networks/zaphome-network/
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likely that this will be a part of our daily life. As Zap network will
continue to grow, we could see a big challenge in terms of security
and privacy which needs to be solved for this solution to be optimal.
• Priority-Queue?: One queuing discipline that was not covered in the
Queueing theory chapter was ”Priority Queue.” With priority-queue,
we describe the technique as having a queue with different priorities
and two different classes of customers[42].
In our case this could have been done in possible two ways:

1. EVs that has low SoC% (BMW i3 & Nissan Leafs‘s) have a
”priority class 1”, and the other EVs have ”priority class 2” in
the waiting queue
2. Running a simulation where we also include EVs that are inside
Oslo would have given us an approximate number of 100 000
EVs. What could have been done here is determining that EVs
coming into Oslo from other places(Drammen, Lillestrøm, etc.)
have ”priority class 1”, while the EV‘ users who live in Oslo has
”priority class 2.”
The reasons for not studying Priority Queue was because of the
limited scope. If more time, it could have been interesting in
investigating it further. Other reasons for not considering it are that
”patience-time” for the different EVs already are implemented in the
simulation, which kind of works as a priority queue. Teslas and
Renault Z.O.E has 5 minutes of patience time in the waiting queue.
What would happen with a priority queue is basically that those
type of EVs would never get to charge? So what would have been
needed to do is increase the patience time in the line for those EVs
as well, in hope for them to get any chance to charge? So from the
EV-user perspective, would the Tesla/Renault Z.O.E users suddenly
start having more patience once the priority queue is in use knowing
that they are second in the priority list?
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Appendix B

Driving-simulation program
calculate battery status.py
import sys
def calcula te_perc ent ( all , part ) :
return (( all + 0 . 0 ) / ( part + 0 . 0 ) * 100 . 0 )
def cal cu l a t e _ p e r c e n t _l is t ( all , part ) :
results = [ ]
for i in range ( len ( all ) ) :
results . append ( 100 - calculate_percent ( all [ i ] , part [ i ] ) )
return results
def c r e a t e _ l i s t _ o f _ p e r c e n t a g e s ( all , part ) :
list_of _ p er c e nt a g es = [ ]
for i in range ( len ( all ) ) :
li st _ o f_ p er c e ntages . append ( cal cu la te _pe rc en t_l is t ( all [ i ] , part [ i ] ) )
return li s t _o f _ pe rcentages
def ma k e_ d i c t i o n a r y _ p e r ce nt ( distances , range_dictionary ) :
per cen t a g e _ d i c t i o nar y = { }
for d in range_dictionary :
pe r c e n t a g e _ d i cti onary [ d ] = c r e a t e _ l i s t _ o f _ p e r c e n t a g e s ( distances , range_dictionary [ d ] )
for e in p e r ce ntage _dic tiona ry [ d ] :
print ( " \ t " + str ( e ) )
return p e r c e n t a g e _ dict ionar y
def calcula te _p er ce nt 2 ( all , part ) :
return (( part + 0 . 0 ) / ( all + 0 . 0 ) * 100 . 0 )
def calcula te _p er ce nt 3 ( all , part ) :
return (( part + 0 . 0 ) / ( all + 0 . 0 ) * 100 . 0 )
def calcula te _p er ce nt 4 ( all , part ) :
return (( part + 0 . 0 ) / ( all + 0 . 0 ) * 100 . 0 )
def ca l cu l a t e _ r e m a i n i n g _S OC ( route = None , model = None , data = None , EVs = None , ranges = None , districts =
None , abortOn = 0 .0 , d i s t a n c e _ a l r e a d y _ t r a v e l l e d =0 ,
ov er ri de_ st a r t_p er ce nt = None ) :
print ( " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Begin route - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " )
print ( ' ')
print ( route )
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print ( " You pass through " , ( len ( route ) ) , " districts during this trip " )
print ( " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " )
print ( ' ')
To = route [ 0 ]
total_distance = d i s t a n c e _ a l r e a d y _ t r a v e l l e d
model_index = EVs . index ( model )
Range = float ( ranges [ model_index ] )
remaining_range = Range - total_distance
soc_status = calculate_percent2 ( Range ,
remaining_range )
Comparison_EV = [ soc_status ]
if o v e r r i d e _ s ta rt_ pe rc ent :
Comparison_EV = [ ov er ri de_ st ar t_p er ce nt ]
total_distance = ( o ve rr ide _s ta rt_ pe rc ent / 100 . 0 ) * Range
print ( " Override start range : " + str ( Range ) + " -> " + str ( total_distance ) )
print ( " Start percent : " + str ( Comparison_EV ) )
for i in range (1 , len ( route ) ) :
From = To
To = route [ i ]
print ( " From " + From + " to " + To )
cost_distance = data [ districts . index ( From ) ] [ districts . index ( To ) ]
total_distance = total_distance + cost_distance
remaining_range = Range - total_distance
soc_status = calculate_percent2 ( Range , remaining_range )
Comparison_EV . append ( soc_status )
if
soc_status < 60 :
print ( " \ t ( 60 % ) , everything is fine " )
elif soc_status < 50 : print ( " \ t ( 50 % ) , everything is fine " )
elif soc_status < 40 :
print ( " \ tLOW ( 40 % ) , charge if possible " )
elif soc_status < 20 :
print ( " \ tCRITCAL LOW ! Go to the nearest charging station ! " )
if soc_status < abortOn :
print ( " Abort trip " )
Comparison_EV . append ( " - Abort - " )
return Comparison_EV
remaining_range = Range - total_distance
soc_status = calculate_percent2 ( Range , remaining_range )
print ( " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Route Complete - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " )
print ( ' ')
print ( " Range : "
+ str ( Range ) )
print ( " Dist : "
+ str ( total_distance ) )
print ( " Remaining range left : " + str ( remaining_range ) [ : 4 ] + " km " )
print ( " Remaining battery status : " + " \ t " + str ( soc_status ) [ : 3 ] + " % SOC " )
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return Comparison_EV

create dictionary and CSV.py
from distance_ matrix es import *
from top_10_EV s_norw ay import *
import random
def c r e a t e _ d i c t i o n a r y _ o f _ r a n g e s ( EVs , ranges , verbose = False ) :
dictio n a r y _ o f _ r a n ges = { }
for EV in range ( len ( EVs ) ) :
model = EVs [ EV ]
max_distances = r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ n o r w e g i a n _ w i n t e r [ EV ]
remaining_ranges = [ ]
for row in distances :
for element in row :
n e w _ r o w _ o f _ r e m a i n i n g _ r a n g e s = [ max_distances - element for element in row ]
remaining_ranges . append ( n e w _ r o w _ o f _ r e m a i n i n g _ r a n g e s )
di c t i o n a r y _ o f _ranges [ model ] = remaining_ranges
for EVmodel in d ictionary_of_ranges :
print ( EVmodel )
for row in d ictionary_of_ranges [ EVmodel ] :
print ( "
" + str ( row ) )
return d i c t i o n a r y _of_ranges
def write_a_CSV_file ( name , distances , header , path = " Remaining_Ranges_CSV " ) :
fileName = path + " / " + name + " . csv "
print ( " MAKING CSV " + str ( name ) )
with open ( fileName , " w " ) as file :
for by in header [ : - 1 ] :
file . write ( str ( by ) )
file . write ( '; ')
file . write ( str ( header [ - 1 ] ) )
file . write ( " \ n " )
for row in distances :
for e in row [ : - 1 ] :
file . write ( str ( e ) )
file . write ( '; ')
file . write ( str ( row [ - 1 ] ) )
file . write ( " \ n " )
def get_a_r an do m_ in de x ( lis ) :
if not lis :
print ( " Error getRandomIndex : list is empty " )
return None
random_indexes = random . randint (0 , len ( lis ) - 1 )
return random_indexes

distance matrices.py
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""" remove the number of the districts and distances name for the one you choose to use ! """
""" INTRO : LYSAKER TO TANGERUD """

# 22 . 2

districts1 = [ ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo city ' , 'Old - Oslo ' , ' Helsfyr ' , ' Ulven / E6 /
Ring3 ' , ' Alna ' , ' Karihaugen E6 / 163 / 159 / ' , ' Tangerud Interchange /
E6 / 163 / ']
distances1 = [ [

0,

2 .9 ,

4 .6 ,
16 .3 ,

[

2 .9 ,

.2],
0,

1 .7 ,

[

4 .6 ,

1 .7 ,

0,

8 .1 ,
19 .9 ,
5 .2 ,
13 .4 ,
3 .5 ,
12 .7 ,

10 .4 ,

11 .8 ,

12 .6 ,
22

7 .5 ,
17 ,

8 .9 ,

9 .7 ,

19 . 3 ] ,
7 .2 ,

8,

18 . 6 ] ,
3 .7 ,

4 .5 ,

14 . 1 ] ,
1 .4 ,

2 .2 ,

11 . 8 ] ,
0,

0 .8 ,

10 . 4 ] ,
0 .8 ,

0,

9.6],
4 .5 ,

3 .7 ,

5.9],
8 .1 ,

7 .3 ,

2.3],
10 .4 ,

9 .6 ,

5 .8 ,
16 .3 ,

[

8 .1 ,

5 .2 ,

3 .5 ,

0,
8 .2 ,

2 .3 ,
11 .8 ,

[

10 .4 ,

7 .5 ,

5 .8 ,

2 .3 ,
5 .9 ,

0,

3 .7 ,
4 .5 ,

1 .4 ,

[

11 .8 ,

[

12 .6 ,

[

16 .3 ,

[

19 .9 ,

[

22 .2 ,

8 .9 ,

9 .7 ,

13 .4 ,

17 ,

7 .2 ,

8,

12 .7 ,

16 .3 ,

19 .3 ,

18 .6 ,

9 .5 ,

8 .1 ,

4 .5 ,
3 .7 ,

2 .2 ,

8 .2 ,
0,

5 .9 ,

11 .8 ,
3 .6 ,

9 .5 ,

14 .1 ,
5 .9 ,

11 .8 ,
2 .3 ,

7 .3 ,

3 .6 ,

0,

0]]

# FROM LYSAKER TO VULKAN GARAGE
districts2 = [ ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo city ' , 'øGrunerlkka / Vulkan Charging - Garage ']
distances2 = [

[0 ,
[ 2 .9 ,

2 .9 ,
0,

4 .6 ,
],
1 .7 ,

8 .1 ,

9.7

5 .2 ,

8.5
],

[ 4 .6 ,

1 .7 ,

0,

3 .5 ,

5.1
],

[ 8 .1 ,

5 .2 ,

3 .5 ,

0,

1.6
],

[ 9 .7 ,

8 .5 ,

5 .1 ,

1 .6 ,

0
]]
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# from Fornebu to Stovner : 22 . 4
districts3 =
[ ' Fornebu ' , ' Lysaker E18 / ' , ' Ullern ' , ' Smestad ' , ' Vinderen ' , 'åUllevl ' , '
Storo ' , ' Sinsen Ring3 / 4 ' , ' Bjerke ' , ' Brobekk ' , ' Kalbakken ' , ' Grorud
' , ' Stovner ']
distances3 =
[[
0,
1 .5 ,
4 .2 ,
7 .6 ,
9 .3 ,
11 .2 ,
13 .2
,
15 ,
16 .7 ,
17 .7 ,
19 ,
20 .1 ,
22 . 4 ] ,
[
1 .5 ,
0,
2 .7 ,
6 .1 ,
7 .8 ,
9 .7 ,
11 .7
,
13 .5 ,
15 .2 ,
16 .2 ,
17 .5 ,
18 .6 ,
20 . 9 ] ,
[
4 .2 ,
2 .7 ,
0,
3 .4 ,
5 .1 ,
7,
9,
10 .8 ,
12 .5 ,
13 .5 ,
14 .8 ,
15 .9 ,
18 . 2 ] ,
[
7 .6 ,
6 .1 ,
3 .4 ,
0,
1 .7 ,
3 .6 ,
5 .6
,
7 .4 ,
9 .1 ,
10 .1 ,
11 .4 ,
12 .5 ,
14 . 8 ] ,
[
9 .3 ,
7 .8 ,
5 .1 ,
1 .7 ,
0,
1 .9 ,
3 .9
,
5 .7 ,
7 .4 ,
8 .4 ,
9 ,7 ,
10 .8 ,
13 . 1 ] ,
[
11 .2 ,
9 .7 ,
7,
3 .6 ,
1 .9 ,
0,
2,
3 .8 ,
5 .5 ,
6 .5 ,
7 .8 ,
8 .9 ,
11 . 2 ] ,
[
13 .2 ,
11 .7 ,
9,
5 .6 ,
3 .9 ,
2,
0,
1 .8 ,
3 .5 ,
4 .5 ,
5 .8 ,
6 .9 ,
9.2],
[
15 ,
13 .5 ,
10 .8 ,
7 .4 ,
5 .7 ,
3 .8 ,
1 .8
,
0,
1 .7 ,
2 .7 ,
4,
5 .1 ,
7.4],
[
16 .7 ,
15 .2 ,
12 .5 ,
9 .1 ,
7 .4 ,
5 .5 ,
3 .5
,
1 .7 ,
0,
1,
2 .3 ,
3 .4 ,
5.7],
[
17 .7 ,
16 .2 ,
13 .5 ,
10 .1 ,
8 .4 ,
6 .5 ,
4 .5
,
2 .7 ,
1,
0,
1 .3 ,
2 .4 ,
4.7],
[
19 ,
17 .5 ,
14 .8 ,
11 .4 ,
9 .7 ,
7 .8 ,
5 .8
,
4,
2 .3 ,
1 .3 ,
0,
1 .1 ,
3.4],
[
20 .1 ,
18 .6 ,
15 .9 ,
12 .5 ,
10 .8 ,
8 .9 ,
6 .9
,
5 .1 ,
3 .4 ,
2 .4 ,
1 .1 ,
0,
2.3],
[
22 .4 ,
20 .9 ,
18 .2 ,
14 .8 ,
13 .1 ,
11 .2 ,
9 .2
,
7 .4 ,
5 .7 ,
4 .7 ,
3 .4 ,
2 .3 ,
0]]

# from Fornebu to øsndre nordstrand : 22 . 5KM
districts4 =
[ ' Fornebu ' , ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo City ' , ' Old Oslo ' , '
Manglerud ' , ' Lambertseter ' , 'øSndre Nordstrand ']
distances4 =
[ [ 0,
1 .5 ,
4 .4 ,
6 .1 ,
9 .6 ,
11 ,
13 .7 ,
16 .1 ,
22 . 5 ] ,
[ 1 .5 ,
0,
2 .9 ,
4 .6 ,
8 .1 ,
9 .5 ,
12 .1 ,
14 .5 ,
21 ] ,
[ 4 .4 ,
2 .9 ,
0,
1 .7 ,
5 .2 ,
6 .6 ,
9
.3 ,
11 .7 ,
18 . 1
],
[ 6 .1 ,
4 .6 ,
1 .7 ,
0,
3 .5 ,
4 .9 ,
7
.6 ,
10 ,
16 . 4
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[9 ,6 ,

],
5 .2 ,
.1 ,
],
6 .6 ,
.7 ,
],
9 .3 ,

8 .1 ,

[ 11 ,

9 .5 ,

[ 13 .7 ,

12 .1 ,

3 .5 ,

0,

4 .9 ,

1 .4 ,
5 .1 ,

7 .6 ,

14 .5 ,

[ 22 .5 ,

21 ,

11 .7 ,
.4 ,
,
18 .1 ,
.8 ,
]

4
12 . 9

0,

2
11 . 5

4 .1 ,

0,
[ 16 .1 ,

1 .4 ,

6 .5 ,

10 ,

16 .4 ,

2 .7 ,
2 .4 ,
8.8],
6 .5 ,
5 .1 ,
0,
12 .9 ,
6 .4 ,

11 .5 ,

2
6.4]
8
0]

# from Ullern to øSndre norstrand : 23 . 7KM
districts5 =
[ ' Ullern ' , ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo City ' , ' Old Oslo ' , '
Manglerud ' , ' Lambertseter ' , 'øSndre Nordstrand ']
distances5

=

[[

0,
[

[

[

[

9,
2 .7 ,

5 .6 ,

7 .3 ,

10 .8 ,

[

12 .2 ,

2 .7 ,

5 .6 ,

2 .9 ,

4 .6 ,

8 .1 ,

9 .5 ,

[

14 .9 ,

12 .1 ,

[

17 .3 ,

14 .5 ,

[

23 .7 ,

10 .8 ,
12 .2 ,
23 . 7 ] ,
2 .9 ,
4 .6 ,
8 .1 ,
9 .5 ,
12 .1 ,
14 .5 ,
],
0,
1 .7 ,
5 .2 ,
6 .6 ,
9 .3 ,
11 .7 ,
],
1 .7 ,
0,
3 .5 ,
4 .9 ,
7 .6 ,
10 ,
],
5 .2 ,
3 .5 ,
0,
1 .4 ,
4 .1 ,
6 .5 ,
,
6 .6 ,
4 .9 ,
1 .4 ,
0,
2 .7 ,
5 .1 ,
,
9 .3 ,
7 .6 ,
4 .1 ,
2 .7 ,
0,
2 .4 ,
8.8],
11 .7 ,
10 ,
6 .5 ,
5 .1 ,
2 .4 ,
0,
,
18 .1 ,
16 .4 ,
12 .9 ,
11 .5 ,
8 .8 ,
6 .4 ,
]

17 .3 ,
0,

21 ,

7 .3 ,

14 .

21

18 . 1

16 . 4

12 . 9 ]

11 . 5 ]

6.4]

0]

# from øsndre nordstrand to stovner : 23 . 6
districts6 = [ ' Stovner ' , ' Smedstua ' , ' Holtset ' , 'øRislkka ' , 'Økern ' , ' Ulven / Ring3 / E6 / ' , ' Manglerud ' , '
Lambertseter ' , 'øSndre Nordstrand ']
distances6 = [ [0 ,
1 .2 ,
7 .2 ,
8 .2 ,
9 .5 ,
10 .7 ,
13 ,
15 .8 ,
23 . 6
],
[ 1 .2 ,
0,
6,
7,
8 ,3 ,
9 .5 ,
11 .8 ,
14 .6 ,
22 . 4
],
[ 7 .2 ,
6,
0,
1,
2 .3 ,
4 .8 ,
7 .1 ,
9 .9 ,
17 . 7
],
[ 8 .2 ,
7,
1,
0,
1 .3 ,
2 .5 ,
4 .8 ,
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7 .6 ,
[9 ,5 ,

8 .3 ,

2 .3 ,

1 .3 ,

15 . 4
1 .2 ,
14 . 1
0,
12 . 9
2 .3 ,
10 . 6
5 .1 ,

0,
6 .3 ,

[ 10 .7 ,

9 .5 ,

4 .8 ,

2 .5 ,

1 .2 ,
5 .1 ,

[ 13 ,

11 .8 ,

7 .1 ,

4 .8 ,

3 .5 ,
2 .8 ,

[ 15 .8 ,

14 .6 ,

9 .9 ,

7 .6 ,

6 .3 ,
0,

[ 23 .6 ,

22 .4 ,

17 .7 ,

9

15 .4 ,
14 .1 ,
7 .8 ,

],
3 .5 ,
],
2 .3 ,
],
0,
],
2 .8 ,
],

12 .9 ,
0

10 .6 ,
]]

""" Lysaker to Alnabru """
# 18 . 6km
districts7 = [ ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo city ' , 'Old - Oslo ' , ' Helsfyr ' , ' Ulven / E6 /
Ring3 ' , ' Alna ' , ' Alnabru ' ]
distances7 = [ [
0,
2 .9 ,
4 .6 ,
8 .1 ,
10 .4 ,
11 .8 ,
12 .6 ,
16 .3 ,
18 . 6
],
[
2 .9 ,
0,
1 .7 ,
5 .2 ,
7 .5 ,
8 .9 ,
9 .7 ,
13 .4 ,
15 . 7
],
[
4 .6 ,
1 .7 ,
0,
3 .5 ,
5 .8 ,
7 .2 ,
8,
12 .7 ,
15
],
[
8 .1 ,
5 .2 ,
3 .5 ,
0,
2 .3 ,
3 .7 ,
4 .5 ,
8 .2 ,
10 . 5
],
[
10 .4 ,
7 .5 ,
5 .8 ,
2 .3 ,
0,
1 .4 ,
2 .2 ,
5 .9 ,
8.2
],
[
11 .8 ,
8 .9 ,
7 .2 ,
3 .7 ,
1 .4 ,
0,
0 .8 ,
4 .5 ,
6.8
],
[
12 .6 ,
9 .7 ,
8,
4 .5 ,
2 .2 ,
0 .8 ,
0,
3 .7 ,
6
],
[
16 .3 ,
13 .4 ,
12 .7 ,
8 .2 ,
5 .9 ,
4 .5 ,
3 .7 ,
0,
2.3
],
[
18 .6 ,
15 .7 ,
15 ,
10 .5 ,
8 .2 ,
6 .8 ,
6,
2 .3 ,
0
]]

""" Tangerud to Fornebu """
districts = [ ' Fornebu ' , ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo city ' , 'Old - Oslo ' , ' Helsfyr ' , '
Ulven / E6 / Ring3 ' , ' Alna ' , ' Karihaugen E6 / 163 / 159 / ' , ' Tangerud
Interchange / E6 / 163 / ']
distances = [ [

0,

1 .5 ,

4 .4 ,
14 .1 ,

6 .1 ,
17 .8 ,

9 .6 ,

11 .9 ,
21 .4 ,

2 .9 ,

4 .6 ,
12 .6 ,

23 . 7 ] ,
8 .1 ,
16 .3 ,

2 .9 ,

0,

1 .7 ,
9 .7 ,

5 .2 ,
13 .4 ,

6 .1 ,

4 .6 ,

1 .7 ,

9 .6 ,

8 .1 ,

5 .2 ,

[

1 .5 ,

0,

[

4 .4 ,

[

[

0,
8,
3 .5 ,
4 .5 ,
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3 .5 ,
12 .7 ,
0,
8 .2 ,

10 .4 ,
22 . 2 ] ,
7 .5 ,

13 .3 ,

11 .8 ,
19 .9 ,

8 .9 ,
17 ,
19 . 3 ] ,
5 .8 ,
7 .2 ,
16 .3 ,
18 . 6 ] ,
2 .3 ,
3 .7 ,
11 .8 ,

[

11 .9 ,

10 .4 ,

7 .5 ,

5 .8 ,
2 .2 ,

2 .3 ,
5 .9 ,

[

13 .3 ,

11 .8 ,

8 .9 ,

7 .2 ,
0 .8 ,

3 .7 ,

[

14 .1 ,

12 .6 ,

9 .7 ,

8,
0,

[

17 .8 ,

16 .3 ,

13 .4 ,

14 . 1 ] ,
0,
11 . 8 ] ,
1 .4 ,

4 .5 ,
4 .5 ,
3 .7 ,

12 .7 ,
3 .7 ,

8 .2 ,

10 . 4 ] ,
2 .2 ,
9.6],
5 .9 ,

0,

[

21 .4 ,

19 .9 ,

17 ,

16 .3 ,
7 .3 ,

11 .8 ,
3 .6 ,

[

23 .7 ,

22 .2 ,

19 .3 ,

18 .6 ,
9 .6 ,

14 .1 ,
5 .9 ,

5.9],
9 .5 ,

from c a l c u l a t e _ b a t t e r y_ s t a tu s import *
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
import random
def get_random_index ( list ) :
if not list :
print ( " Error getRandomIndex : list is empty " )
return None
r = random . randint (0 , len ( list ) - 1 )
return r
def pl o t _ r e s u l t _ t o _a _gr ap h (r , all_labels = None , overRideNameList = [ ] , distances = [ ] ) :
plotting_window = plt . figure ()
subplot = plotting_window . add_subplot ( 111 )

x_labels = [ x for x in range (0 , len ( y_labels ) ) ]
plt . xticks ( x_labels , distances )

tmpX = 0
for el in y_labels :
print ( x_labels )
subplot . annotate ( str ( el ) [ 0 : 5 ] , xy = ( tmpX , el - 1 . 0 ) )
tmpX + = 1
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0,
8 .1 ,
0 .8 ,
7 .3 ,
4 .5 ,
3 .6 ,
8 .1 ,
0,

2.3],
11 .8 ,
10 .4 ,
2 .3 ,
0]]

generate graphs and results.py

sidx = 0
for y_labels in r :
name = " "
if all_labels ! = None :
name = all_labels [ r . index ( y_labels ) ]
if overRideNameList ! = [ ] :
name = overRideNameList [ sidx ]
sidx + = 1

1 .4 ,
9 .5 ,

subplot . plot ( x_labels , y_labels , label = name )
if all_labels ! = None : plt . legend ()
plt . show ()

top 10 EVs Norway.py
import numpy as np
[ ' Nissan Leaf 24 kWh pack ' , ' Nissan Leaf 30 kWh pack '
, ' Volkswagen e - Golf ' , ' Tesla Model S 90 ( D ) ' , ' BMW i3 22kWh ' , ' BMW
i3 33 kWh ' , ' KIA SOUL ' , ' Volkswagen e - Up ( 2016 ) ' , ' Renault ZOE R90
Z . E 40 ' , ' Hyundai IONIQ ' , ' Mercedes - Benz B250E ' , ' Tesla model X
90D ']
r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ b y _ m a n u f a c t u r e r = np . array ( [
199 , 250 , 300 , 557 , 190 , 300 , 250 , 160 , 403 ,
280 , 200 , 489 ] )
r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ n o r w e g i a n _ s u m m e r = np . array ( [
150 , 200 , 300 , 525 , 160 , 200 , 220 , 165 , 403 ,
240 , 200 , 489 ] )
r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ n o r w e g i a n _ w i n t e r = np . array ( [
100 , 125 , 200 , 453 , 80 , 125 , 150 , 80 , 311 , 160 ,
120 , 435 ] )

EV_models =

main.py
from c r e a t e _ d i c t i o n a r y _ a n d _ C S V import *
from top_10_EV s_norw ay import *
from g e n e r a t e _ g r a p h s _ a n d _ r e s u l t s import *
r a n g e _ di c t i o n a r y _ w i n t e r
r a n g e _ di c t i o n a r y _ s u m m e r

= c r e a t e _ d i c t i o n a r y _ o f _ r a n g e s ( EV_models , r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ n o r w e g i a n _ w i n t e r )
= c r e a t e _ d i c t i o n a r y _ o f _ r a n g e s ( EV_models , r a n g e _ i n _ K M _ n o r w e g i a n _ s u m m e r )

p e r c e n t _ d i c t i o n a r y _ w i n t e r = ma ke _ di c ti on a ry _p e rc e nt ( distances , r a ng e _d ic t io n ar y_ w in t er )
p e r c e n t _ d i c t i o n a r y _ s u m m e r = ma ke _ di c ti on a ry _p e rc e nt ( distances , r a ng e _d ic t io n ar y_ s um m er )
for models in EV_models :
write_a_CSV_file ( ' remainingRange_ ' + models , r an g e_ di c ti o na ry _ wi n te r [ models ] , districts , "
r em a in in g _r a ng es _ Wi nt e r " )
write_a_CSV_file ( ' SOC_ ' + models , p e r c e n t _ d i c t i o n a r y _ w i nt e r [ models ] , districts , "
SOC_CSV_Winter " )
write_a_CSV_file ( ' remainingRange_ ' + models , r an g e_ di c ti o na ry _ su m me r [ models ] , districts , "
r em a in in g _r a ng es _ Su mm e r " )
write_a_CSV_file ( ' SOC_ ' + models , p e r c e n t _ d i c t i o n a r y _ s u mm e r [ models ] , districts , "
SOC_CSV_Summer " )
# pick stations that you want the EV ` s to pass through on the way to end - point
f r o m _ t a ng e r u d _ t o _ f o r n e bu = [ ' Fornebu ' , ' Lysaker E18 / ' , 'øSkyen ' , ' Frogner ' , ' Oslo city ' , 'Old - Oslo '
, ' Helsfyr ' , ' Ulven / E6 / Ring3 ' , ' Alna ' , ' Karihaugen E6 / 163 / 159 / ' , '
Tangerud Interchange / E6 / 163 / ']
allModels = EV_models
car = ' BMW i3 22kWh '
car2 = ' Nissan Leaf 24 kWh pack '
car3 = ' Tesla Model S 90 ( D ) '
car4 = ' KIA SOUL '
car5 = ' Renault ZOE R90 Z . E 40 '
car6 = ' Tesla model X 90D '
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percentLog = c a l c ul at e _r e ma in i ng _ SO C ( route = from_tangerud_to_fornebu ,
model = car ,
data = distances ,
ranges = range_in_KM_norwegian_winter ,
districts = districts ,
EVs = EV_models ,
distance_already_travelled =0)

percentLog2 = c a l c ul a te _ re ma i ni ng _ SO C ( route = from_tangerud_to_fornebu ,
model = car2 ,
data = distances ,
ranges = range_in_KM_norwegian_winter ,
districts = districts ,
EVs = EV_models ,
distance_already_travelled =0)

pl ot _r e s u l t _ t o _ a _ g ra ph ( [ percentLog , percentLog2 ] , allModels , overRideNameList = [ car , car2 ] ,
distances = f r o m_ t a n ge r u d _t o _ f or n e b u )
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Appendix C

Predict number of EVs in
Norway & Oslo

Figure C.1: Data from year 2010-2018 used to predict for 2019 and 2020
Linear Regression EVstock Norway.py
print ( __doc__ )
# Code source : Jaques Grobler
# License : BSD 3 clause
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from sklearn import datasets , linear_model
# Predict EVs in Norway
# target_y = np . array ( [ 3347 , 5381 , 9565 , 19678 , 42356 , 73312 , 101126 , 141951 , 154087 ] ) # input data from
2010 to 2018

target_y = np . array ( [ 3347 , 5381 , 9565 , 19678 , 42356 , 73312 , 101126 , 138477 , 194900 ] ) # input data from 2010
to 2018
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target_x = np . array ( [ [ 2010 ] ,[ 2011 ] ,[ 2012 ] ,[ 2013 ] ,[ 2014 ] ,[ 2015 ] ,[ 2016 ] ,[ 2017 ] ,[ 2018 ] ] ) # years

x = np . array ( [ [ 2019 ] ,[ 2020 ] ] )
y = None

# Create linear regression object
regr = linear_model . LinearRegression ()
# Train the model using the training sets
regr . fit ( target_x , target_y )
# Make predictions using the testing set
y = regr . predict ( x )
print ( y )
# Plot outputs
plt . scatter (x , y , color = ' black ')
plt . plot ( target_x , target_y , color = ' blue ' , linewidth = 1 )
plt . show ()
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Figure C.2: Steps used to predict EVs in Oslo as accurate as possible

AI.py
import numpy as np
import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
import random

def pl ot _ r e s u l t _ t o _ a _gr ap h (r , all_labels = None , overRideNameList = [ ] ) :
x_labels = [ x for x in range (0 , len ( r ) ) ]
year = [ ' 2010 ' , ' 2011 ' , ' 2012 ' , ' 2013 ' , ' 2014 ' , ' 2015 ' , ' 2016 ' , ' 2017 ' , ' 2018 ' , ' 2019 ' , ' 2020 ']
plotting_window = plt . figure ()
subplot = plotting_window . add_subplot ( 111 )
sidx = 0
for y_labels in r :
name = " "
if all_labels ! = None :
name = all_labels [ r . index ( y_labels ) ]
if overRideNameList ! = [ ] :
name = overRideNameList [ sidx ]
sidx + = 1

x_labels = [ x for x in range (0 , len ( y_labels ) ) ]
plt . xticks ( x_labels , year )
tmpX = 0
tmpY = 0
for el in y_labels :
print ( x_labels )
subplot . annotate ( str ( el ) [ 0 : 5 ] , xy = ( tmpX , el - 1 . 0 ) )
tmpX + = 1

subplot . plot ( x_labels , y_labels , label = name )

if all_labels ! = None : plt . legend ()
plt . show ()

class ai :
inpSize = 1
hSize = 4
outSize = 1
np . random . seed ( 1 )
# randomly initialize our weights with mean 0
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syn0 = 2 . 0 * np . random . random (( inpSize , hSize ) ) - 1 . 0
syn1 = 2 . 0 * np . random . random (( hSize , outSize ) ) - 1 . 0

def nonlin ( self ,x , deriv = False ) :
if ( deriv = = True ) :
return x * ( 1 . 0 - x )
return 1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 + np . exp ( - x ) )

def train ( self , inp , tar , nIter ) :
for j in range ( nIter * 1000 ) :
if j % 10000 = = 0 :
print ( " Training ... " +

str ( j / 1000 . 0 ) + " / " + str ( nIter + 0 . 0 ) )

# Feed forward through layers 0 , 1 , and 2
l0 = inp
l1 = self . nonlin ( np . dot ( l0 , self . syn0 ) )
l2 = self . nonlin ( np . dot ( l1 , self . syn1 ) )
# how much did we miss the target value ?
l2_error = tar - l2

# in what direction is the target value ?
# were we really sure ? if so , don 't change too much .
l2_delta = l2_error * self . nonlin ( l2 , deriv = True )
# how much did each l1 value contribute to the l2 error ( according to the weights ) ?
l1_error = l2_delta . dot ( self . syn1 . T )
# in what direction is the target l1 ?
# were we really sure ? if so , don 't change too much .
l1_delta = l1_error * self . nonlin ( l1 , deriv = True )
self . syn1 + = l1 . T . dot ( l2_delta )
self . syn0 + = l0 . T . dot ( l1_delta )

def run ( self , inp ) :
l0 = inp
l1 = self . nonlin ( np . dot ( l0 , self . syn0 ) )
l2 = self . nonlin ( np . dot ( l1 , self . syn1 ) )
y = l2
return y

X = np . array ( [ [ 3347 . 0 ] ,[ 5381 . 0 ] ,[ 9565 . 0 ] ,[ 19678 . 0 ] ,[ 42356 . 0 ] ,[ 73312 . 0 ] ,[ 101126 . 0 ] ,[ 141951 . 0 ] ,[
154087 . 0 ] ] )
Y = np . array ( [ [ 602 . 0 ] , [ 969 . 0 ] , [ 1722 . 0 ] ,[ 3542 . 0 ] , [ 7624 . 0 ] , [ 13196 . 0 ] ,[ 18203 . 0 ] , [ 26167 . 0 ] , [
38279 . 0 ] ] )
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scale = 0 . 00001
sX = X * scale
sY = Y * scale
a = ai ()
a . train ( sX , sY , 5000 )
res0 = a . run ( sX ) * 100000 . 0
res0 = list ( res0 . T [ 0 ] )
X = np . array ( [ [ 182203 ] ,[ 205574 ] ] ) * scale

res1 = a . run ( X ) * 100000 . 0
res1 = list ( res1 . T [ 0 ] )

p l ot _r es u l t _ t o _ a _ g r a ph ( [ res0 + res1 ] )
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Appendix D

Images from Elbilgrossisten
Proof that I got permission to use figures about different charging-modes
presented in chapter 3:

Figure
D.1:
Conversation
with
employer
https://www.elbilgrossisten.no/pages/ladeguiden-lade-modus.
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